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IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC.

P. Stephen Lamont

Chief Executive Officer

Direct Dial: 914-217-0038

By Electronic Mail and Facsimile

May 5, 2004

Proskauer Rose LLP

2255 Glades Road, Suite 340 West

Boca Raton, Florida 33431-7360

Re: Demand for Information and Records

Dear Sirs:

You are in receipt of the April 21, 2004 Shareholder Communication and Letter of

Liabilities targeted towards Former Officers, Directors, Advisory Board Members, and

Outside Professionals.

Moreover, since that date, irate shareholders have deluged Iviewit Holdings, Inc.

(“Company”) with dozens of inquiries demanding more information on the alleged

frauds, deceits, and misrepresentations that occurred during your, your firm’s, and its

respective principals tenure with the Company.

Furthermore, and on behalf of its shareholders, the Company demands your written

response to the attached questions in ten (10) business days.

Very truly yours,

IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC.

By:

Chief Executive Officer

P. Stephen Lamont
Digitally signed by P. 
Stephen Lamont
DN: cn=P. Stephen Lamont, 
o=Iviewit Holdings, Inc., 
ou=Corporate, c=US
Date: 2004.05.05 10:00:11 
-04'00'Signature Valid
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THIS MESSAGE AND ITS EMBEDDED FILES INCORPORATED HEREIN CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS 
PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL PRIVILEGED INFORMATION. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, 
YOU ARE PROHIBITED FROM READING, OPENING, PRINTING, COPYING, FORWARDING, OR SAVING THIS MAIL 
AND IT'S ATTACHMENTS.  PLEASE DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ITS EMBEDDED FILES WITHOUT READING, 
OPENING, PRINTING, COPYING, FORWARDING, OR SAVING THEM, AND NOTIFY THE SENDER IMMEDIATELY AT 
561.364.4240.  IF YOU ARE THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE PROHIBITED FROM FORWARDING THEM OR 
OTHERWISE DISCLOSING THESE CONTENTS TO OTHERS, UNLESS EXPRESSLY DESIGNATED BY THE 
SENDER.  THANK YOU! 

GENERAL QUESTIONS – CHRISTOPHER (“CHARLES”) WHEELER 
 
1. Provide the exact time you met Eliot Bernstein regarding technologies invented by 

Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.   
2. Provide the exact time you met Zakirul Shirajee regarding technologies invented by 

Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.   
3. Provide the exact time you met Jude Rosario regarding technologies invented by 

Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.   
4. Provide the exact time you met Jeffrey Friedstein regarding technologies invented by 

Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and Rosario.   
5. Provide all roles you maintained in any capacity for Iviewit and your or your firms 

involvement from the point you met the inventors forward concerning Iviewit.  
Provide all notes or correspondences of any form regarding your meetings with 
Iviewit.  Provide exact beginning dates of your positions with Iviewit as counsel and 
advisory board member and the exact dates for when your term ended.  Provide any 
letters of confirmation to your positions and any letters of termination. 

6. Describe the technologies to the best of your ability for video and imaging and the 
exact date that you learned of such technologies.   

7. Where you ever at disclosure meetings whereby the processes where explained or 
displayed?  

8. Provide a list of all technology disclosures you attended. 
9. Have you ever seen the Iviewit technologies?  Have you used the Iviewit technologies 

in any way, and if so, when was the last time you utilized any Iviewit technologies. 
10. Have you ever demonstrated the Iviewit technologies on your computer system at 

home or at work?  Have you ever displayed the technology to any 3rd party?  If so, list 
all.  

11. Are you familiar with the MPEGLA patent pool and DVD patent pool overseen by 
Kenneth Rubenstein?  Describe to the best of your knowledge how these patent pools, 
if the Iviewit patents were included, would yield benefits for the Iviewit 
shareholders?  Was Kenneth Rubenstein listed in the advisory board as not only an 
advisor but as patent counsel for Iviewit?  Was Rubenstein included in any marketing 
or sales materials that you were involved in the creation, review or distribution of?   

12. Was Rubenstein’s relation to MPEGLA mentioned to anyone at Iviewit and if so why 
did it represent an opportunity for Iviewit in your opinion?   

13. Are you aware of an opinion on the “novel” aspect of Iviewit technologies, proffered 
by Proskauer Rose?  See EXHIBIT (“A”) Proskauer opinion.  

14. Did you receive or have any input into the creation of any Iviewit business plan, 
marketing or sales materials or private placement memorandums?   

15. Did you review and/or bill for services in connection with the Wachovia Private 
Placement Memorandum?   
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16. Refer to EXHIBIT (“B”) WACHOVIA PPM, and describe if the management, 
directors, officers and advisory board members are correct.  Is Kenneth Rubenstein 
listed as patent counsel?  Was Kenneth Rubenstein patent counsel for Iviewit, an 
advisor to the board, a shareholder and the single reviewer and gatekeeper of patent 
inclusion into MPEG and other patent pools?  Was Rubenstein’s opinion influential 
on your decision to invest or participate with Iviewit? 

17. Does Proskauer Rose or you receive remuneration of any kind from the patent pools 
or its member companies, overseen by Rubenstein?  If so, how?   

18. Do you, Proskauer Rose or its clients, receive remuneration of any kind from the use 
of Iviewit technologies in any way?  If so, how?   

19. Are you aware or have you ever been made aware that Brian Utley is not a college 
graduate as he stated he is in the Wachovia Private Placement document?  Were you 
aware that Brian Utley had been fired from his prior employer Diamond Turf 
Equipment for patent misappropriations?  Refer to EXHIBIT (“C”) UTLEY 
RESUME, have you ever seen this resume?  Further, were you ever made aware of 
the gross misrepresentation of his past employment statements and the situation of the 
company Diamond Turf Equipment going out of business over Utley’s patent 
malfeasances?  Who and how were you informed of Utley’s misrepresentations of his 
background, what date did you become aware? Did you as counsel for Iviewit 
perform a background check regarding Brian Utley? Did you perform background 
checks for anyone with reference to Iviewit? If so who and when?   

20. Were you made aware that William Dick of Foley & Lardner was the attorney for 
Utley at his prior employer whereby patents were deliberately written in Brian 
Utley’s name by Dick that forced the owner of Diamond Turf Equipment to cease all 
operations and close the business over this?  Did Utley ever represent his past to you?  
Did you ever become aware of such problems, if so, when and whom informed you? 

21. Were you at technology meetings and board meeting where the technologies were 
discussed and displayed?  Describe the technology meetings you attended, providing 
dates, on behalf of Iviewit and whom was present and the outcome of all such 
technology disclosures or display meetings.  Are you aware of any companies that 
were displayed Iviewit technologies and are now using them, or processes learned 
under NDA by any of them, in any way? 

22. Do you know Zakirul Shirajee, Jude Rosario and/or Jeffrey Friedstein?  Was it your 
understanding that they were inventors of the Iviewit technologies?  Describe when 
you became aware of their status as inventors.   
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Proskauer Rose LLP, (“PR”) – Christopher (“Charles”) Wheeler, Esq. 
Any other Employee, Partner, Affiliate or other entity you or any relative may have 
interest in, whom received information regarding Iviewit technologies under Non-

Disclosure Agreement or any other method. 
 
1. Provide the exact time and place and how such introduction happened between 

yourself and Gerald Lewin regarding Simon & Eliot Bernstein. 
2. List all Proskauer attorneys or employees or any affiliate that has worked on the 

Iviewit account in any way.   
a. Have each attorney/employee detail all referrals or conversations they may 

have had with anyone regarding Iviewit or Iviewit technology. 
3. Provide the exact time that you contacted Kenneth Rubenstein regarding Eliot & 

Simon Bernstein and inventions created by Eliot Bernstein, Zakirul Shirajee and Jude 
Rosario. 

4. Provide the exact time that you contacted Raymond Joao regarding Eliot & Simon 
Bernstein and inventions created by Eliot Bernstein, Zakirul Shirajee and Jude 
Rosario. 

5. Where was Kenneth Rubenstein employed at the time of your contact with him on 
behalf of the Bernstein’s concerning inventions discovered by Eliot Bernstein, 
Zakirul Shirajee and Jude Rosario? 

6. Are you aware of a Conflict check done by PR in regards to the Bernstein’s or any 
Iviewit entity?  Define any possible conflicts of interest the firm would have if one 
were done? 

7. In your deposition you were unclear and uncertain if a conflicts check was done, now 
that you have time to research the records, provide copies of such conflicts check 
done by your firm? 

8. Provide copies of all original signed retainers in your possession for any Iviewit 
company.  Do you maintain the originals for inspection?   

9. Did you get a retainer from Eliot and Simon Bernstein before your firm formed any 
company and how did you bill for services initially, such as the many meetings held 
at your office before any corporate formation? 

a. Was your office used as the original meeting place for almost all meetings 
before corporate formation?  Do you maintain the original notes of these 
meetings? 

10. In taking 2.5% of Iviewit founder stock, did you have any written consent from the 
PR partners or any committee in order to accept such stock?  If so, provide all inter-
office correspondences regarding such stock acceptance for the firm. 

11. Provide billing records both paid and unpaid for any Iviewit entity, clearly marking 
paid versus unpaid in regard to any Iviewit company. 

12. Provide billings for Iviewit Corporation and describe who this Company is in detail 
and why it is not listed in the corporate structures provided to shareholders and 
investors in Iviewit and other interested parties. 
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13. Provide billings for Iviewit, Inc.   Describe Iviewit Inc.  What happened to this 
Company and were any NDA’s or any licensing or other deals made with this 
Company?  Have all assets and interests in this Company been transferred to current 
companies? 

14. Why was Uview.com, Inc. formed and Iviewit LLC formed in the same month, what 
was the purpose of each Company and why was Uview.com, Inc. formed as an S. 
Corporation.  Refer to EXHIBIT (“D”) Corporate Structure and are there any 
companies not listed that you are aware of that were opened for Iviewit by PR? 

15. Describe your meetings with Hassan Miah and when they occurred and what 
inventions were discussed and what Mr. Miah requested either directly or indirectly 
through his attorney Richard Rosman from your firm. 

16. Describe every meeting and the date you contacted Gerald Stanley of Real 3D.  Was a 
NDA signed in your offices and maintained by your firm weeks before you scheduled 
disclosure meetings with Real 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & 
LOCKHEED MARTIN)?  If so, what technologies did Mr. Stanley see and what was 
his reaction?  List all parties present at such meeting?  Provide Gerald Stanley’s NDA 
you maintained. 

17. Describe the details, and all participants involved, in your meeting with Real 3D and 
who attended such meetings from PR, Iviewit, Goldstein Lewin & Co., Real 3D, and 
provide all notes, receipts, and records you maintained from this meeting.  Provide 
your cell phone records for this day.  Is it typical for PR to send a real estate attorney 
to a technology disclosure meeting?  Include all NDA’s you maintained from the 
participants.  Describe the outcome of the meeting and what technologies were 
discussed.  Describe the patent counsel you secured prior to this meeting that were 
supposed to telephonically attend the disclosure meeting, and where they present or 
why were they not present at the meeting?  Did you make sure that Iviewit 
disclosures of the inventions were protected before setting up the meeting for 
disclosure of the imaging and video technologies with Real 3D?  Was Kenneth 
Rubenstein contacted to attend this meeting?  Was Raymond Joao contacted to attend 
this meeting?  Did any patent counsel attend this meeting scheduled by you with your 
referred contact at REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED 
MARTIN)? 

18. What relationships or license deals did you or the Boca Raton office handle for 
Iviewit and REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED 
MARTIN)?  What companies were these deals done with?  Did the Boca Raton office 
at this time maintain a technology department that specialized in technology 
licensing?  

19. It appears that Rocky Thomson prepared the license deal for REAL 3D (INTEL, 
SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN), perhaps a license that could 
tie Iviewit to, Intel chips, Silicon Graphics, Inc. products and Lockheed Martin 
products for royalties.  Describe why you choose an attorney that does not specialize 
in technology licenses to prepare a technology license with a referred lead of yours 
personally.  Was a further license deal with REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON 
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GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) promised by your firm and worked on 
by your firm?  What happened to such license when REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON 
GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) suddenly was purchased by Intel? 

20. How did you meet Mr. Stanley of Real 3D?  Were you prior involved in any 
companies with Mr. Stanley?  Describe the nature of the relationship with whoever 
referred you to Mr. Stanley. 

21. Describe your relationship or your firms with the following individuals at Boca 
Research or its board of Directors past and present: 

a. Robert Ferguson 
b. Gerald Stanley 

22. Was PR in any way whatsoever involved in the handling of the Iviewit patents? 
23. Describe your relationship with Brain Utley and how you introduced Mr. Utley to the 

Company.  Please review EXHIBIT (“C”) Utley Resume and state any confirm or 
deny your knowledge of each statement made in the resumes.  Please describe when 
you initially contacted Mr. Utley regarding Iviewit.  Describe the nature of the 
business Premier Connections, Inc. that you set up for Mr. Utley, did this company 
ever apply for any patents or have any patent interests whatsoever that you are aware 
of?   

24. In handling the Iviewit trademarks and copyrights, were you or the firm given source 
codes on CD-ROMS containing the websites, interactive business plans, and the code 
for the inventions, did you copyright these?  Did you bill for any copyright services?  
How did you protect Iviewit from conflicts with Rubenstein and the patent pools PR 
now controls and has as clients, when handling the source codes and other materials? 

25. Are you aware of Mr. Monte Friedkin, Mr. Utley’s prior employer and the 
circumstances leading to the closure of the business Mr. Utley ran into the ground for 
Mr. Friedkin?  What were the circumstance that led to Mr. Utley’s termination 
involving patent misappropriations?  Did you discuss this with Iviewit in your 
introduction of Mr. Utley?  

26. Did you run a background check on Mr. Utley before recommendation? Did you ever 
run any background checks for Iviewit, if so, when and at whose request? 

27. Did you get any written waivers regarding any patent malfeasances caused by Mr. 
Utley at his past employment to protect Iviewit from similar occurrences?  

28. Did you and Utley disclose his past employment correctly on the resume you 
submitted for his employment?  

29. Provide details of your relationship personally and professionally with Charles Cross 
of Wachovia Securities, Inc. and your introduction to Iviewit of Mr. Cross and what 
transpired from this referral. 

30. Provide details of your relationship personally and professionally with Ross Miller 
and your introduction to Iviewit of Miller and what transpired from this referral. 

31. Provide details of your relationship personally and professionally with Cris Brandon 
of Huzienga Holdings/Investech and your introduction to Iviewit of Brandon and 
what transpired from this referral.  Provide all documentation for this transaction and 
outline all dates and details of the investment and where the money went initially and 
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subsequently.  Describe the outcome of Mr. Huizenga’s review of the patents by their 
patent attorney and who this was and where the meeting took place to review and 
who attended such meeting.  Describe what happened when Huizenga 
Holdings/Investech decided to make no further investment in Iviewit, what led to this 
decision, who attended the meeting and describe the place and time and all 
correspondences that followed of any sort. 

32. Provide details of your brothers relationship with Cris Brandon, did you disclose this 
relationship to the board or officers of the Company?  What is your brother’s name 
and address? 

34. Have you had any conversations with Huzienga Holdings in the last four years?  If so, 
please provide details of with whom and for what reasons. 

35. Provide detailed information and all records relating to any involvement of PR or 
yourself with Visual Data Corp. 

36. Describe your involvement with Goldstein Lewin & Co. regarding the 
misrepresentation of Gerald Lewin regarding VD and his firms’ relationship.  Attach 
all correspondences.  If PR ever represented VD, did you get a conflict waiver when 
representing Gerald Lewin who also represented VD and because of your relationship 
with Mr. Lewin or Mr. Gortz’s relationship with him? 

37. Provide details of your relationship personally and professionally with any partners of 
Sachs, Sax & Klein, P.A., Furr & Cohen P. A. & Bart Houston. 

38. Did you ever have involvement with Brian Utley in his failed involuntary bankruptcy 
against Iviewit?  Did you provide legal references or funds for Mr. Utley’s endeavor? 

39. Provide all information, dates, times, billings for your meetings with Hassan Miah, 
Gerald Stanley and Real 3D.  Describe the nature of the meetings and the conclusions 
reached.  Were you present when Hassan Miah claimed that the video invention was 
the “Holy Grail”?  When asked by Gerald Stanley of Real 3D the value of the 
technology what did Rosalie Bibona state the values of technologies to be worth? 

40. Describe your termination from Iviewit in any capacity and the events and reasons 
leading up to your termination. 

41. Provide a company by company breakdown of all stock issued for each company 
while the corporate books were in the possession of PR and while Goldstein Lewin & 
Co. over saw the books and records of the Company. 

42. When were the corporate books transferred by PR and to whom and upon what 
authority?  Was that person an officer and were signed inventory and proper 
transference rules followed?  Provide all documentation and inventories. 

43. How was the Prolow loan money transferred and who handled such transfer?  Did PR 
handle the transfer of any investor monies and if so who handled such transactions, 
and describe the accounting mechanics of all monies invested in Iviewit?  Describe 
who handled the inflow of investor money for Iviewit from PR. 

44. Who issued the shares of the various Iviewit companies and delivered those shares.  
Provide all records of transfer of any shares. 
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45. Iviewit Corporation - Why are the records or information relating to this Company 
missing, in which PR has sent corporate formation documents and billed under?  

46. Iviewit, Inc. - It is represented in the corporate book that PR received shares of this 
Company, did they?  If so, provide details.  How many Companies was PR issued 
shares of stock in? 

47. Have you ever used the Iviewit technology or introduced it to any other person or 
entity for the licensing or use of the technology?  If so, please provide all details 
relating to Non Disclosure Agreements and describe the outcome of the meetings and 
if to the best of your belief any entity is currently using any form of the Iviewit 
technologies. 

48. Provide all details relating to all meetings and correspondences with Huizenga 
Holdings/Investech and describe your relationship both past and present with any 
member of the Huizenga group.  Describe the nature of each meeting you attended 
with the Huizenga organization, who was present and what the outcome was. 

a. Did you ever ask Eliot Bernstein to remove his father from the board of 
Directors due to a meeting at Huizenga Holdings?  Provide all information 
regarding this conversation, who was present on the call and what rationale 
was there in asking Eliot Bernstein to terminate his fathers involvement in 
Iviewit? 

49. Are you aware of patent disclosure meetings held at your Boca Raton offices with 
Eliot Bernstein, Zakirul Shirajee, and Jude Rosario?  Who was involved in such 
meetings you scheduled, from your New York patent offices, Boca Offices or any 
other person involved at any disclosure meetings?  Are you in possession of taped 
meetings held regarding video patent disclosures that were given to Gloria Berfeld 
your secretary for deposit into the PR safe?  You represented in your deposition that 
you maintained such preliminary patent documents and inventor materials at your 
offices for safekeeping, what are the exact contents that are or were contained in the 
safe? 

50. A problem the Company is grappling with to answer to its shareholders is where all 
this original patent disclosure material in your safe have gone?  The Company, nor its 
succeeding counsel, have ever found these materials from you, your firm, Kenneth 
Rubenstein & Raymond Joao.  Provide a detailed accounting for any patent 
documents maintained by Porksauer Rose LLP at any offices and detail and provide 
records for the transfer of any related patent portfolios.  Provide names of any PR 
partners, associates or employees who have ever received any patent related 
documents of Iviewit and where the contents are. 

51. Did you ever transfer patent documents to anyone?  Provide details and any 
correspondences that took place leading to such transfers.  Provide disclosure 
documents signed or any other correspondences that accompanied the transfers. 

a. Did you transfer all such patent and other proprietary documents to REAL 3D 
(INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN)/INTEL for 
review by their counsel?  Provide all details of this transfer including any mail 
receipts or other correspondences regarding the transfer.  Who was counsel for 
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Iviewit in negotiations with REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. 
& LOCKHEED MARTIN), patent and corporate counsel? 

b. See EXHIBIT (“E”) Rubenstein Patent Transfer - whereby you are 
transferring the entire patent portfolio to Mr. Rubenstein, who claims under 
deposition that he does not know the Company or its affiliates, does not know 
of the technologies or inventors, and what was the reason Mr. Rubenstein was 
receiving such documents?   

c. Describe any potential conflicts you see with Mr. Rubenstein whose patent 
pools PR now oversees as clients?  Could these patent pools be one of the 
main benefactors of Iviewit video scaling technologies and imaging 
processes?  Why was Rubenstein receiving the Company patents if he was not 
the Company’s counsel ever, as you and he maintain under deposition and to 
respective State Bar Associations?  Was a “China Wall” built around Mr. 
Rubenstein and the patent department to protect Iviewit?  If so, provide all 
documentation. 

d. Describe each and every meeting or call in your billings both paid and unpaid, 
in which Mr. Rubenstein is involved in any way, who may also have been 
present?  Further, why is Rubenstein the only PR partner to work for free on 
the Iviewit accounts out of approximately twenty partners?  Although 
Rubenstein is mentioned throughout a several year period talking to inventors, 
investors, and clients on Iviewit’s behalf why would he not bill for services? 

e. Describe why in the PR lawsuit filed against the Company by PR, PR wrote to 
the judge in the case that Kenneth Rubenstein had nothing to do with Iviewit 
and therefore was being “harassed” in being asked to take his deposition?  Did 
Mr. Rubenstein in this case further admit to having had conversations and 
other correspondences far in excess of a mere referral regarding Iviewit?  Did 
Mr. Rubenstein further suggest under deposition that he did have contact with 
Iviewit employees and others? 

f. Why do you state to the Florida Bar that Iviewit was a “failed dot com” and 
not expose the fact that Iviewit has core patent pending technologies? 

g. Have you or the firm ever contributed to the Florida Bar?  Do you or the firm 
have any personal or professional relationship with anyone at the Florida Bar, 
if so please provide all details. 

52. What, if any, is your relationship with Judge Jorge Labarga?  Have you or PR ever 
contributed funds or any remuneration to Jorge Labarga?   

53. It is your representation in your deposition that you became aware of new technology 
in video, prior undisclosed to you, after a meeting you scheduled with REAL 3D 
(INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN)/INTEL with a 
number of top technologist, is this true?  Was the patent counsel you scheduled to be 
at the meeting present (Kenneth Rubenstein and Raymond Joao) to represent Iviewit 
under disclosure with REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & 
LOCKHEED MARTIN)/INTEL engineers and patent experts?  Did Iviewit and its 
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representatives, you included, try contacting Rubenstein and Joao for several hours as 
you drove to Orlando from Boca Raton for the disclosure meeting? 

a. When you arrived at REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & 
LOCKHEED MARTIN) without your scheduled patent attorneys present was 
the Company concerned about risks of disclosure of certain inventions without 
patent counsel confirming that all the inventions were patented?  Was there 
concern that patents had not been filed by Kenneth Rubenstein and Raymond 
Joao?  Did you claim that you were certain all inventions were covered with 
patent application, even though when the Company requested the three patents 
that should have been filed months earlier they received only one?  Did you 
state that all inventions were covered and we need not worry about disclosure 
in the meeting even if the patents had not been filed?  Did Simon Bernstein, 
Gerald Lewin and other members of the Iviewit team feel uncomfortable 
disclosing any inventions we had not yet received confirmation were filed by 
your patent attorneys?   

b. Several hours throughout the disclosure of the imaging technology with 
REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) 
engineers, did Iviewit not take several sidebars to try to contact our missing 
patent counsel (Kenneth Rubenstein and Raymond Joao) to confirm that all 
three patents had indeed been filed as the Company had been represented for 
months?  Further, without such confirmation was the technology disclosure 
for the video and combined video/imaging invention never disclosed at this 
meeting in which you had set up to disclose such inventions?  In what role did 
you play at this meeting and how were you making representations regarding 
the patents and inventions as counsel for the Company in your real-state role 
for PR? 

c. When Raymond Joao and Kenneth Rubenstein were found after the meeting 
by you, did you inform the Iviewit group that they had not filed such patents 
as was represented to the Company for months prior?  Explain what you did in 
response to such news and was it not Mr. Rubenstein’s opinion that since the 
United States was first to invent that there was no need to worry or have 
worried about disclosing without filed patents? 

d. Are you aware of any uses or patents applied for in competition to Iviewit by 
REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) 
or any of its successors?  When was the last time you spoke to Gerald Stanley 
and/or any other REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & 
LOCKHEED MARTIN) employee? 

e. Have you ever spoken to Larry Palley who took over REAL 3D (INTEL, 
SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) when Intel acquired 
them? 

f. Were you or your firm involved in any way with the sale of REAL 3D 
(INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) to Intel? 
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54. Did you arrange to have the inventors, Bernstein, Shirajee and Rosario meet at your 
offices the following week after the REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. 
& LOCKHEED MARTIN) meeting?  Was this meeting with New York counsel 
Rubenstein and Joao to again disclose what had months earlier already been disclosed 
regarding the video inventions?  Was this meeting arranged to file the two remaining 
unpatented inventions that your firm had failed to file with Mr. Joao and Rubenstein? 
Had you already transferred highly proprietary information regarding these inventions 
to REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN)? 

55. List every attendee from both Iviewit and its outside professionals at the REAL 3D 
(INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN)/INTEL meeting 
and did you obtain NDA’s for each member of the REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON 
GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) individuals who attended?  Provide all 
correspondences and any other information, including the NDA’s for all contacts with 
REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN). 

56. Had you ever seen or had knowledge before the REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON 
GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) meeting that video technologies had 
been invented by inventors Shirajee, Bernstein and Rosario?  Had you ever seen 
videos created for an Iviewit business plan with management and outside 
professionals speaking about their involvement with Iviewit?  Did you ever stream or 
download Iviewit videos from their website? 

57. Were video technologies of Iviewit ever displayed at the REAL 3D (INTEL, 
SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) meeting although patents 
were not yet secured by your patent counsel? 

58. Did video disclosures continue with REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. 
& LOCKHEED MARTIN) after the disclosure meeting set up by you at your offices? 

59.  Were video technologies of Iviewit ever displayed at any meeting held at your 
offices, although patents were not yet secured by your patent counsel?  Where the 
processes unprotected at any point while it was represented by patent counsel and 
yourself as having been filed? 

a. Provide the exact date that PR patent department began and its evolution into 
controlling the MPEGLA, DVD and other patent pools that have direct 
correlation to the inventions of Bernstein, Rosario, Shirajee and Friedstein.  
Provide as much evidentiary correspondences and verification to any claims 
made concerning the initial billings with any of these organizations.  Were 
these patent pools prior managed through MLGS and how did PR acquire the 
account? 

b. Did you ever mention or relate to anyone concerning Iviewit the affiliation of 
Kenneth Rubenstein to the patent pools your firm now oversees or that he 
oversees individually? 

c. Did you ever mention or relate to anyone potential royalties that would result 
from the payout of licensing monies to Iviewit shareholders from patent pools 
which Rubenstein oversees and singularly controls the decision of what 
patents will be included in such pools? 
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60. What role does Mr. Rubenstein play in the patent pools he oversees?  How is income 
of any form derived by these pools for PR and any affiliates, subsidiaries or other 
entities in any way related to PR and its partners, associates, or employees? 

61. Describe how the Iviewit video scaling mechanisms and zoom imaging technologies 
in your limited technological knowledge, as you claim to have under deposition, may 
have application in any patent pool that utilizes images or videos?  How may REAL 
3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) and other 
clients or entities you referred Iviewit too use the Iviewit technologies, as you know 
them? 

62. List every NDA maintained by your offices and provide date obtained, the Iviewit 
entity signing, who signed for Iviewit, person signing for the other party and any 
entity listed for the signing party. 

63. List every business plan you have ever possessed for Iviewit and provide accurate 
accounting for each recipient PR sent a copy of such plan too under your direction.  
Provide all mailing or transmission receipts. 

a. Did you ever review business plans as the one in EXHIBIT (“B”) - Wachovia 
Private Placement Memorandum sent to Crossbow - whereby Brian Utley 
sends such Wachovia Private Placement Memorandum to the largest investor 
in the Company for due-diligence, whereby Kenneth Rubenstein is listed as 
“patent counsel” for Iviewit?  Provide all copies of the Wachovia Business 
plan that you authored or billed for review. 

64. Was it not your sworn deposition testimony and statements to the Florida Bar and 15th 
Circuit Civil Court that PR did no patent work whatsoever for Iviewit?  How does 
patent work differ from Trademark & Copyright and why would PR have separated 
these two items that are normally handled together?  Is the PR patent department 
separate from the Trademark & Copyright department? 

a. List every partner in the patent department and state when they were hired and 
where they worked before PR.  Provide the same for the Trademark and 
Copyright department. 

b. In reference to EXHIBIT (“A”), please describe the opinion work done by PR 
for this opinion?  Was this opinion letter written because Hassan Miah’s 
(former CEO of Xing later sold to Real Networks and founder of the 
Intel/CAA multimedia lab) attorney Richard Rosman, Esq. had asked to email 
Rubenstein to get his opinion and Rosman who had brought in representative 
founders from Earthlink (Sky Dayton & Kevin O’Donnell) for investment 
review alongside Miah wanted a written opinion from Kenneth Rubenstein?   

c. As author of such astounding opinion for the Iviewit technology, provide all 
such billing records for all patent attorneys for PR who researched and 
reviewed the technology to make such claims, what materials they had 
reviewed as this opinion comes directly in response to Miah’s request for 
Rubenstein, our patent counsels to opine. 

d. As a real-estate attorney, are you licensed or registered with the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office to opine on patent opinions for your firms clients 
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or would you need to write such opinion after review with PR’s patent 
counsel?   

e. How many and to whom were copies of this opinion sent by your offices and 
provide accurate reporting of all transmissions of any form. 

f. Why did PR real estate department issue a technology opinion?  Why did 
patent counsel not author the letter since it is a legal opinion that typically 
requires a registered patent attorney to make opinion on?  Further, Kenneth 
Rubenstein was asked to opine from the patent department why did you 
represent his opinions?  Did you have any conversations with Rubenstein 
regarding the opinion? 

g. What does the term “novel” mean to you, in your limited technical and patent 
expertise?  How does this term apply to your real-estate practice? 

h. Is it within your scope of law to render legal opinion on patents, as you 
mention no other names in the opinion other than PR’s patent counsel?  How 
many technology patent applications and inventions have you opined for in 
your career as a real estate attorney?  Provide copies of all past letters. 

65. Was the Iviewit D&O policy ever directed to your offices instead of Iviewit?  Provide 
all D&O policies that PR helped Iviewit prepare for or filed with Iviewit?  Why was 
PR office listed on the policy for sending information to?  Provide all copies of D&O 
or any other coverage Iviewit had during the periods 1998-2004. 

66. Provide a list of all policies covering PR for errors and omissions, liability coverage, 
malpractice coverage, coverage for its partners who maintain board positions and any 
other policy that may afford Iviewit shareholders relief for damages from the time 
period of 1998-2004.  Provide policies for every carrier and benefits covered for all 
PR policies during this period. 

a. If your offices received communications directly from the D&O carrier or sent 
communications directly to the carrier, provide copies of all correspondences?  
Did your firm aid in the selection of the D&O coverage for Iviewit and all of 
its companies?  It appears from letters sent by management to the carrier that 
your offices on 8/2001 were receiving all correspondences on the policy, this 
is several months after your suit against Iviewit, explain how Iviewit was not 
in possession of this information and PR was?  See EXHIBIT (“F”) whereby 
it appears that the Company has no possession of any of the D&O policies or 
knowledge of such policies as they are diverted and maintained by your 
offices.   

b. Considering that the claims being alleged by the Company’s acting 
management and shareholders and are of a serious nature with both civil and 
criminal remedies if they prove true, provide details of how the D&O policy 
that you aided in the purchase of and controlled would offer benefits to the 
shareholders of Iviewit.   

c. Describe in detail all changes made to any D&O policies, when such changes 
were made and who so authorized them. 
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67. Explain why Donald G. Kane is distraught over the transfer of funds into Iviewit with 
an investor group (led by Tiedemann/Prolow) that you brought to the Company and 
had months of billings for transactional work in closing? 

a.   At your deposition you stated you were unsure of the number of investors 
involved in the Prolow transaction and the amount of the transaction and 
now that you have had time to review your notes and closing documents 
provide complete detail and documents which according to EXHIBIT 
(“G”) – Kane Letter Regarding Improper Transfer of Loan Funds - you 
transacted Iviewit securities for without proper approval?  Were the 
documents completed before wire transfer of the monies?  Who signed the 
documents and who approved them?   

b. Did Mr. Kane and other board members ask you to attend subsequent board 
meetings to explain the transfer and potential liabilities to the board and 
shareholders caused by this transaction? 

c. Did you ever attend subsequent board meetings to explain the liabilities that 
this transaction with your referred friend Bruce Prolow which may have put 
the Officers & Directors in a situation of exposure to liability?  

d. Were you asked by Eliot Bernstein, Donald Kane and other members of the 
board to explain the Prolow transaction and provide the signed documents?  
Did you ever do so? 

e. Who is Donald Kane?  When did you first have contact with him, where was 
he employed?  Further, provide all communiqués or meetings you had with 
him. 

f. How did you address or remedy Mr. Kane’s concerns regarding the improper 
transfer of loan monies, as counsel for Iviewit at the time, and why is Mr. 
Kane very uncertain about what he is “hearing about management”, referring 
to Mr. Utley who is a referral of yours with a questionable background, in this 
letter? 

g. Who is Alan Epstein, Esq., when did you meet him?  Describe all meetings 
and provide all communications you had with Mr. Epstein.  Was Mr. Epstein 
ever in the PR offices for displays of Iviewit technologies on Proskauer Rose 
secured servers?  Who attended these meetings?   

68. Did you arrange for technology disclosures in your offices for members of the 
Huizenga Holdings organization or any affiliates?  Did you secure NDA’s for 
everyone personally in these meetings?  If so, provide all information regarding such 
meetings. 

69.  Almost a year after the Prolow loan was in place, P. Stephen Lamont met with Mr. 
Prolow who at that time claimed not to have a signed note for his loan, and requested 
another to be provided by the Company.  Why did Prolow not have a signed note and 
nor was one contained in either the corporate records or the records PR turned over to 
Iviewit by court order?   
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70. In a recent discussion with Donald Kane or his attorney, you represented that you 
maintained all the incorporation records for all Iviewit entities and all board notes and 
other items, have you turned all this information over as requested in the Court order? 

71. Months after the court ordered production request had been purported done, you 
found more documents in your possession in you private office 

72. Describe the contents of all documents found in your offices not turned over during 
the court ordered time period and what each document was doing hidden away in 
your private office?   

a. Did you turn over the patent files and tapes and other original disclosures 
meetings that you testify under deposition you keep in your private personal 
safe in your office? 

b. Is it common practice for the real-estate department and its attorneys, to 
maintain highly confidential original patent disclosures and other original 
patent drafts, etc. in their private safe in their offices?  

c. Why were documents stored in your offices?  In your deposition you state that 
Eliot Bernstein wanted you to maintain them at your offices in your 
safekeeping, explain the circumstances and why you accepted such 
responsibility.   

d. Are you aware of any break and entry reports by Eliot & Candice Bernstein to 
the Boca Raton Police department?  If so, provide dates of each occurrence 
and were you investigating such issues for Iviewit and attempting to protect 
the Intellectual Property maintained at the Bernstein’s home?  Was this the 
reason you maintained patent materials in your offices? 

e. When Raymond Joao sent the patents to Eliot Bernstein’s home and Eliot 
Bernstein called you to tell you that the package had been unsealed prior to 
delivery and that only one of the three patents in the package sent by Joao had 
arrived, did you ask Bernstein to seal the package in plastic with all contents 
including the patent filing for fingerprinting that you would have done?  Did 
Bernstein deliver this material in such condition to your offices?  Where are 
the contents of this package and what were the results of your investigation? 

i. When it was discovered that only one patent was sent, is this what led 
to failure to disclose further inventions to clients such as REAL 3D 
(INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN) in 
the following days while we waited to hear back from counsel that 
they had filed all three patents?   

ii. Did you disclose that the three patents had not been filed for the 
Company before or after the disclosure meeting you scheduled and 
attended at REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & 
LOCKHEED MARTIN)? 

iii. Was it represented that the one patent covered all three inventions? 
iv. Did you represent that after talking to counsel; the Company should 

immediately file separate and distinct patents to clearly delineate the 
inventions? 
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v. Did you immediately arrange for inventors to meet at your offices after 
the REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED 
MARTIN)?  Did Gloria Berfeld, your personal assistant receive taped 
invention disclosure and where was it kept?  Do you maintain 
possession of such taped disclosure? 

vi. Your offices sent disclosure documents to patent attorneys regarding 
such taped meeting, who took notes to transcribe the tapes and do they 
accurately reflect the information disclosed?  Whom did you transfer 
such documents too? 

73. Did you provide all of Iviewit files to Sir Speedy printing to comply with the Court 
order in the billing case?  Did you receive Non-Disclosures from Sir Speedy before 
transferring such files?  Provide all such documentation.  

74. Why are patents assigned to Iviewit LLC?  Why are patents assigned to Iviewit 
Holdings, Inc., which then changes its name to Iviewit Technologies, Inc.?  Why 
were all the patents not assigned to the same company?  Why are some patents not 
assigned at all, describe the risk to shareholders? 

75. You attended meetings with Foley & Lardner and Iviewit board members where it 
was discovered that assignments were not completed and that inventors were missing, 
what did you do to protect shareholders from the possible fraud that was brought up 
because full ownership in the patents was not achieved because of the flaws?  

a. In these meetings you opine on the work of Raymond Joao and attempt to 
explain why his patents are lacking in content, provide a complete 
explanation of why you were opining on patent counsels work?  Did you 
consult with Kenneth Rubenstein regarding the problems created by he 
and Joao? 

76. Simon Bernstein repeatedly requested an opinion of what would happen to the patents 
in your corporate structure in the event of a bankruptcy.  Did you ever provide an 
opinion? 

77. Regarding the Prolow transaction, why did you structure a warrant attached to the 
loan note which could trigger the Crossbow anti-dilution clauses further diluting other 
Iviewit shareholders?  Did you inform anyone of this?  Provide all details and 
records. 

78. In the PR v. Iviewit billing case, you were presented with a counterclaim that did not 
get admitted to the case, did you report this potential liability to your insurance carrier 
at the time? 

79. Did you notify your insurance carrier of the 4/21/04 Shareholder Communication sent 
to you? 

80. Why did PR suggest New York attorney Raymond Joao for Iviewit instead of local 
counsel? 

81. Provide all your phone records for any Iviewit related matters. 
82. Provide copies of all receipts for any expenses incurred by you on behalf of Iviewit. 
83. Describe your investigation in the infringement of Iviewit Intellectual Property and 

violation of NDA’s and the outcome for each of the following companies: 
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a. BigE/Hoollywood.com\Broadway.com 
b. Sportsline.com 
c. Webcasts 
d. Real 3D 
e. Intel 
f. NBA.com 
g. Ron Asaf 
h. FAU 
i. University Of Florida 
j. Visual Data/HotelView 
k. RYJO 

i. Where you aware that RYJO had trademarked and copyrighted and 
was distributing Iviewit technology under the name Phokus Image 
Applet viewer.   

ii. Please describe why your RYJO license agreement had Iviewit 
licensing technology it had created from RYJO.   

iii. Were you aware that Real3D subcontracted RYJO, a company you 
made introductions to?  Were you aware that RYJO had made false 
representation to several Iviewit management personnel and 
investors regarding his inventing the Iviewit products?  Explain the 
actions your firm took to protect Iviewit while drafting the RYJO 
agreement.  Who drafted such agreement? 

84. Do you know any reason why an employee would state that a briefcase of cash was 
stolen off with by Michael Reale and attribute this money to Bruce Prolow, the 
investor you introduced the Company to and the investor whereby loan money was 
transferred without board approval or investor approval?  See EXHIBIT (“H”) – 
Frenden statement. 

85. Provide all depositions and court documents relating to the PR v. Iviewit lawsuit and 
what the outcome was.  Why did you sue Iviewit when you maintained the position to 
the Florida Bar that Iviewit was a failed .com?  What Iviewit companies did you sue 
and was this ever changed?  Provide the billings, paid and unpaid for each of these 
Company’s?   

86. Are you aware of any issues that may affect Iviewit in its effort to get its patents, 
please explain in detail any issues you may recollect or you were asked by the board 
to investigate? 

87.  Did you author a stock sale to Alan Shapiro, Ellen DeGeneres, Alan Young, Alanis 
Morisette or any other of their associates?  What was the nature of the sale and how 
much stock was originally transferred?   

a. Where there mistakes in this transaction? 
b. Who made you aware of any mistakes if any existed? 
c. Who drafted the legal documents regarding this sale? 
d. Did you retain records of the original transaction and any corrective 

transactions?  If no, whom did you transfer such documents to? 
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e. Describe all conversations regarding these transactions you had with Mr. 
Alan Epstein and Maurice Buchsbaum. 

88. Did PR sue any Company’s that held patent interests, if so list which Company’s? 
89. Explain all immigration charges in your billing and why Iviewit needed immigration 

counsel. 
a. Did you represent to Iviewit that foreigners could not be listed on 

inventions as inventors? 
90. Who was the computer management member of your Boca firm when you met 

Iviewit?  Is he still a member of Proskauer?  If not, do you know his next 
employment? 

91. How often did you meet with Brian Utley while he was employed at Iviewit?  How 
often have you met with Mr. Utley since? 

92. Are you aware of Mr. Utley’s employment history since departing Iviewit?  If so, 
provide all information regarding his positions.  To the best of your knowledge would 
any of Utley’s jobs post Iviewit be in conflict with his non-complete and employment 
contract you wrote? 

93. Do you know, or know of, an attorney Stephen Filipek, hired by Huizenga to review 
the patents?  What were the results of such review?  Did you aid in setting up any 
meetings between Iviewit, PR patent counsel and Filipek? 

94. Do you know William Kasser?  Describe your relationship both professionally and 
corporately.  When did you first meet Mr. Kasser and when was the last time you 
spoke to Mr. Kasser and the nature of the conversations? 

95. Who authorized the Ilearnit/Imedia/Internet Train acquisition and all work on these 
projects and were these board approved Companies?  Was any intellectual property 
being transferred to any distance learning company you intended Iviewit to merge 
with? 

a. What work was billed on behalf of Mr. Utley’s and your distance learning 
incentives, please go line by line through all charges relating to such? 

96. Describe your relationship with Carl Tiedemann? 
97. Who did you introduce Iviewit to from FAU?  Do you maintain NDA’s for each?  

Are you aware of any infringement of Iviewit processes by FAU? 
98. Are you aware of conversations with Mr. Rubenstein where he represented Iviewit 

technology as novel? 
99. Are you aware of any meetings with inventors by Rubenstein?  Provide all details, 

notes or any other correspondences. 
100. Did you and Rubenstein ever review the Iviewit website?  Was there a 

confidentiality agreement on the site and was there a password? 
101. You claim to have stock in Iviewit Holdings, Inc. provide all details and copies of 

all issued shares. 
102. Did Mr. Rubenstein in anyway whatsoever make representation to Crossbow 

regarding Iviewit technology that you are aware of, to induce an investment for 
Iviewit?  
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a. Did you ever represent to potential investors or clients that Mr. Rubenstein 
had favorable review of the Iviewit patents? 

103. What representations did you make to your friends Mr. Huizenga and Crossbow 
Ventures to induce them to make investments in Iviewit?   

a. When would you say you 1st introduced these parties to Iviewit? 
b. Did you make representation to Mr. Huizenga to convert debt to equity?  

If so, when? 
c. Describe the Huizenga transactions in detail.  Was there ever a check 

issued in error to a sub chapter S corp?  Did this violate the sub chapter S 
status? 

d. Explain each of the Huizenga stock transfers and provide all documents.  
104. Did you introduce Iviewit to Ross Miller?  Describe your relationship with Miller. 
105. Did you provide either Mr. Utley or Diamond Turf with any professional services 

while Mr. Utley was employed by Diamond Turf? 
106. What is your current relationship with Monte Friedkin?  Would you describe it as 

friendly?   
107. What is Mr. Friedkin’s relationship currently with Mr. Utley? 
108. Have you ever been involved in any litigation regarding Royal Palm Country Club?  

What was your role if any?  What was the nature of the lawsuit with Royal Palm? 
109. Did you know Mr. Bill Barber?  Please describe your relationship personally and 

professionally.  What sort of business is Barber involved with? 
110. Are you aware that Brian Utley was encoding and displaying hard-core 

pornography with teenage Iviewit female employees and others?  When you became 
aware of such events, what did you do? 

111. Did you ever tell Eliot Bernstein that his father Simon Bernstein had to resign from 
the Company in relation to a meeting at Huizenga Holdings were you claimed Simon 
Bernstein had offended a major Huizenga executive?  What were the circumstances 
of that meeting and the outcome?  When did this meeting occur?  Who was present? 

a. Why did you blame the lack of continued funding by Mr. Huizenga on Mr. 
Simon Bernstein?  Was the reason not to fund, further explained to you by 
representatives of Huizenga, as the results of Mr. Filipeks work and 
meetings and not because of anything to do with Simon Bernstein? 

b. When introducing Crossbow to Iviewit, did you disclose the potential 
patent problems Mr. Filipek had uncovered?  Would this be necessary 
disclosure in your opinion? 

112. Are you aware of any problems with IBM that led to Mr. Utley’s termination at 
such company?    

113. Have you retained all records pertaining to Iviewit?  Are you aware of the 
destruction of corporate documents or corporate records of any form by any prior 
Company management, particularly Brian Utley, Michael Reale and Raymond 
Hersh?  Did you participate in any decisions to which documents would be destroyed 
or altered? 
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114. How many business plans were you aware that contained references to your firm as 
part of the patent counsel team and in specific to Mr. Rubenstein acting as an advisor 
to the board? 

115. Are you aware of claims that Ray Joao might have missed critical filing dates at a 
time when you were introducing Iviewit to Proskauer clients under the assumption 
that such filings had been completed?  What is your understanding of the risk this 
might have exposed Iviewit too? 

116. Did Mr Joao fully disclose to you and the board that he was an inventor and what 
his inventions were?  Did you notify the board and the investors?   

a. Where any COI’s signed to protect Iviewtt from its patent attorney that 
you and Rubenstein recommended?   

117. Did Mr. Eliot Bernstien at first want to place these technologies in a charitable 
organization?  If so, what were his reasons and what was your rationale from 
dissuading him to take such course for the technologies? 

118. Describe what Eliot Bernstein told you was the impetus for the inventions, did he 
ever mention that the inventions initially came in dreams?  Did he ever tell you that 
the inventions were gifts from G-D to help children?  If so, explain what Bernstein 
meant by this. 

119. Why did you have the Iviewit patents assigned to a Company instead of owned by 
the inventors and then licensed to any such corporate or charitable entity? 

120. Did you confer with patent counsel regarding your corporate structure?  If so whom 
and when?  Please point this out in the billings.  What were the conclusions reached?  
Did you address the consequences of BK?  Did you consult with Ray Joao and Ken 
Rubenstein regarding such and if so provide all notes and other correspondences for 
each of the corporations you set up? 

121. Do you own or have you ever owned a NIKKON 990 camera? 
a. If yes, how and when was it purchased? 
b. Are you aware that this camera has technology that may have been 

invented by Iviewit? 
c. Are you aware of any relationship between Real3D and NIKKON, Kodak 

or other camera manufacturers? 
d. In your deposition you claim that you do not know about camera 

technology and Iviewit technology being merged togehter, were you aware 
that Brian Utley has a patent application for “Zoom and Pan Imaging on a 
Digital Camera”?  If not, why would you not know about Iviewit patent 
applications? 

e. Are you aware of a meeting at Crossbow Ventures at which Mr. Utley 
claimed that the NIKKON 990 utilized Iviewit technologies? 

f. Are you aware of a similar camera purchased by Mr. Utley? 
g. Do you now or have you ever owned adjoining property with Mr. Utley in 

any state?  Did you purchase this land together at the same time?  What 
was the date of purchase?  Provide all details of this transaction and the 
location. 
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122. Do you, or any family member of yours now or ever owned stocks in any 
companies that may be infringing upon Iviewit technologies?  If yes, please list in 
detail each one? 

123. Are you aware of a Company Zeosync?  Do you have any involvement with the 
Company or any of its principles? 

124. Provide all details of the Crossbow audit that was requested by Mr. Hank Powell 
after he found that Iviewit was seriously delinquent in providing financial information 
for its loans and other investments to Crossbow.  What findings were uncovered 
during the audit?  Were you responsible for providing the information given for such 
audit?   

a. Up to the point of such audit, had Iviewit complied with all requests for 
information from Crossbow/Alpine ventures, especially in regards to all 
loan transactions? 

125. Are you aware of an audit by Arthur Andersen?  What was the outcome?  Are you 
aware that there were accusations of Erika Lewin misleading auditors?  Why did 
Arthur Andersen cease auditing and terminate Iviewit almost a year into the audit?  
Are you aware that Arthur Andersen after almost a year, was unable to establish a 
link between ownership of Iviewit Technologies, Inc. and Iviewit Holdings, Inc.?  
What problems could this lack of ownership in a company that held patents caused 
the Iviewit shareholders?  Provide all correspondences for this audit. 

126. Are you aware of the termination of an employee Mr. James Armstrong?   
a. Were you commissioned by the Company to settle matters with Mr. 

Armstrong’s attorney concerning his loan and other matters? Describe 
what you did to settle this matter and the outcome? 

127. Are you aware of an effort to market Iviewit technologies to all of your clients with 
the aid of your partners?  What was the result of this marketing effort?  What 
royalties have any Proskauer clients paid Iviewit that you had sign NDA’s for?  See 
EXHIBIT (“I”). 

128. What companies/institutions are you currently on the board of or act as an advisor 
to the board? 

129. Did you recommend to the board that Mitch Rubenstein of Hollywood.com not be 
elected to the board of directors because of information you had relating to problems 
with nature of his character?   

a. Who were your recommendations to replace Mr. Rubenstein as a 
candidate?   

b. What were the reasons that made his character questionable?   
c. Was Mitch Rubenstein or his companies ever a client of Proskauer Rose?  

If yes, are they still?  If no, why?   
130. Are you aware of flaws found in patent applications with regard to the math and 

other errors filed by Utley and Foley & Lardner in relation to the Iviewit 
technologies?   

a. If so, when did you become aware of flaws?  What did you do to protect 
the shareholders once these critical flaws were exposed to you? 
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b. Again as self proclaimed overseers of the patents, what was your and Mr. 
Rubenstein’s involvement in resolving claims of bad math by Mr. Utley 
and F&L, wrongly named inventors, missing information conveyed to 
counsel but not filed, changed patent titles, and accusations that Mt. Utley 
may have been filing patents under his own name? 

131. What actions did you take to protect your client Iviewit when you were informed 
that Mr. Joao was filing patents similar in nature to Iviewit concepts?  Did you hold 
an investigation?  Were you commissioned by several board members with 
investigating such claims?  What was the outcome?   

132. Comment on the ratio and amount of work billed for “corporate work” in relation to 
the patent and copyright portion of the bill and what corporate strategy did this 
proportion relate to for an IP company?  You billed approximately $800,000 for 
corporate general work and had patent counsel bill for only approximately $150,000, 
how did the corporate structure demand more money than the patents? 

133. After recent conversations with Donald Kane who spoke to Simon Bernstein, Mr. 
Bernstein claimed that you had claimed that putting patents into Brian Utley’s name 
was for administrative purposes.  How does lying on an oath and declaration of 
invention to the patent office act to better the administration of the patent? 

134. Did you introduce Iviewit to Maurice Buchsbaum? Describe your relationship with 
him. 

135. Did you introduce Iviewit to Hank Powell?  Describe your relationship with him. 
136. Did you introduce Iviewit to Raymond Hersh? Describe your relationship with him. 
137. Did you introduce Iviewit to Crossbow Ventures?   

a. Please describe your personal and professional relationships with anyone 
at Crossbow Ventures? 

b. Are you aware of any patent counsel for Crossbow Ventures reviewing the 
Iviewit patents prior to making investment in the Company?  If yes, did 
you arrange such meetings and whom did they meet with? 

c. When was the last time you spoke to any member of Crossbow? 
138. How many board meetings did you attend as counsel and as an advisory board 

member?  Provide all board notes and records you authored, maintained and 
distributed by any member of your firm.  Likewise, provide same for any board 
correspondences sent to you by anyone including Brian Utley or any other board 
member.  Provide dates and times and include billings from both paid and unpaid 
invoices for any Iviewit or related company. 

139. Where meetings held at your offices between 1998 and May of 1999.  If so, provide 
a list of all meetings held at your offices for such meetings?  In the attached 
EXHIBIT (“J”) Gloria Berfeld drafted a sheet showing all meetings held at your 
offices, can you explain the gap from 12/98-5/99? 

140. Since meeting the Bernstein’s until corporate offices were found, were all board 
meetings held at your offices with your staff maintaining notes and records?  If so, 
please provide all such documents and notes and who attended the meetings to record 
such notes. 
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141. Describe your relationship or your firms with the following individuals at Boca 
Research or its board of Directors and what conversations or meetings you had with 
them regarding Iviewit and the outcome of each and any forms of communications 
you may have had with them. 

a. Robert Ferguson 
b. Gerald Stanley 

142. According to your deposition statements, you state that you are unaware of the 
corporate structure and how many companies you structured and that you would need 
to reflect on your notes and other materials to know what or why you set up this 
multitude of Companies.  Since such time you have had time to review your notes and 
records, provide a detailed account of each an every transaction you had an oversight 
role in corporate formations.  

143. Review EXHIBIT (“B”) PPM and describe if the role for yourself and the role of 
Kenneth Rubenstein and the biographies submitted are true and correct to the best of 
your knowledge?  Was a Wachovia PPM sent to you on occasion for review and 
input, was this copy ever sent to you or PR by anyone, did you bill for services for the 
Private Placement Memorandum?  If so, how many hours were billed and over what 
period, and how many employees were involved from PR? 

144. The following will be a series of questions regarding certain clarifications of the 
record of your sworn deposition statements.  Review the following letter whereby you 
opine on Iviewit technology to a third party, Hassan Miah, via his counsel Richard 
Rosman for the purpose of securing investment from Earthlink founders Kevin 
O’Donnell & Sky Dayton who have sent Miah to review the technologies.  Miah 
knew Kenneth Rubenstein from the MPEG patent pool whereby several of his 
company Xing’s patents where licensed through MPEG.  Miah asked to get Ken’s 
opinion and following is what resulted. 
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145. Describe the statement below in relation to the letter you billed for and authored 

in EXHIBIT (“A”) an opinion letter written on PR stationary and signed by you in 
your capacity as real-state attorney and are you aware of any liabilities that writing 
such a letter being a non-registered agent of the United States Patent & Trademark 
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Office could cause your firm.  Would you safely say that your liability carrier covers 
you for patent opinions of this nature? 

 

 
 
 
and further in your deposition you also claim 
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146. In this next letter you author for all of your partners, describe how this document 

is also not an opinion of sorts, since its sole purpose is to proliferate the technologies 
to all of your clients. 
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147. Having had time to reflect and look at your notes and be 100% accurate, state 

whether proper procedure was followed in regards to Iviewit as a new client.  Did you 
immediately secure a retainer and run a conflicts check?  If so, provide copies of all 
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such signed PR documents and do you maintain originals for inspection?  If no 
retainer was signed immediately, when was one signed and had any patent disclosure 
prior taken place? 

 
 
148. When you met the Bernstein’s there was no Iviewit at the time until you later 

formed it, provide the entity or individuals a conflict check was run on and under 
what name the file PR opened for billing and conflicts check was opened under.  Did 
Gerald Lewin contact you to see if you had patent counsel for his clients Simon & 
Eliot Bernstein and the inventions discovered by Eliot Bernstein, Zakirul Shirajee & 
Jude Rosario? 

 
 
149. In your deposition answer below you state that you “think” and “approximately” 

regarding the dates you were introduced to the Bernstein’s.  Can you provide exact 
time and dates now that you have had time to review your information? 
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150. Lewin states in his deposition testimony that he was charged with finding patent 

counsel for the Bernstein’s and that is why he contacted your firm, not for the 
formation of a company.   Can you explain the discrepancy and why if the Bernstein’s 
were looking to patent technology they would make their first order of business 
corporate formation if they needed to have the technology evaluated for patentability 
and then patented? 

 

 
 
151. Clarify all statements made in the next deposition statement you make and 

describe the policy changes to retainer agreements and the implications it could have 
to not have a retainer with a client.  Could you get a statement from your insurance 
carrier outlining their position on such representation without retainer and could you 
provide how your past or present firm policy could handle liabilities resulting from 
such arrangements.  Did your insurance carrier allow you to operate without securing 
retainers for your clients, does this pose any special unlimited risks to the carrier if 
terms of the relationship are not in writing?  Describe such risks and liabilities. 
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152. It appears that you operated with the client for approximately 6 months with no 

retainer, describe any liabilities this may pose for your firm, especially considering 
invention disclosures were made and thereby it appears that no protections were in 
place for your representation and define how your insurance carriers would cover 
liability that results from this? 
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153. Now that you have time not to speculate but maintain precise and factual 
information, provide the answer to the following deposition question as all Iviewit 
shareholders and management have been unable to provide answers or have any sense 
as to why all these companies were opened and the inter-relation of each.  Provide all 
board notes or correspondences regarding each entity and the documentation that 
supports it. 

 
 
 

 
154. In your deposition statement below you state that Rubenstein did no work on the 

Iviewit patent.  Refer to EXHIBIT (“B”) whereby Brian Utley sends a copy of the 
management and board from an excerpt of a Wachovia Private Placement document 
(co-authored, billed and disseminated to by your firm) to an investor referred by you 
who invested several million dollars in the Company, and in such plan it states that 
Rubenstein “is the patent attorney for Iviewit” and how this statement differs from the 
statement below.  Did Ken Rubenstein work at PR when you contacted him; you 
seem to be confused in your deposition statement below?  Do you know and can you 
provide supporting evidence of the exact date Rubenstein transferred to PR and the 
first time you contacted him wherever he initially was?  When was your or your firms 
first phone call to Meltzer Lippe Goldstein & Schlissel in relation to Iviewit and 
provide supporting evidence. 
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155. It seems that you billed for the formation of all corporations for Iviewit and its 
related entities.  List every corporation PR formed for any reason, in every state, and 
the purpose and the number of hours billed and number of attorneys involved in the 
corporate formation of each.  Provide all board minutes approving such work?  Please 
include all minutes and billings for any work on Ilearnit, Imedia, or Internet Train that 
you were involved with.   

 
 

 
 
156. In this next series of questions, it appears that you appear confused again, with 

regard to Ken Rubenstein.  Why would Ken need more information to determine 
patentability if Ken was not involved and you had not spoken to him?  Concerning 
Rubenstein it appears that you seem confused as to his role with Iviewit and PR stated 
to the Court that he was being “harassed” when asked to be deposed for deposition 
and in fact refused to produce him.  Why if Rubenstein is counseled for one second 
would this be harassment? Are you aware that Rubenstein is claimed as having been 
the reason for several investors investing in the Company? 
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157. Your next statement appears to be a lie, are you still sticking to your deposition 

testimony to the following?  Provide a complete description of EXHIBIT (“A”), is 
this a patent opinion authored by you?  If yes, explain your directly conflicting 
statement under deposition.  How did you come to contact Rosman?  Did Eliot 
Bernstein contact you to tell you that Hassan Miah and later his attorney Richard 
Rosman wanted an opinion from Kenneth Rubenstein as Hassan Miah had known 
him from the MPEG patent pools and wanted his opinion?  EXHIBIT (“A”) contains 
the chain of email regarding Hassan Miah’s request to speak with Rubenstein and 
Alan Epstein’s letter implies that he was seeking a similar opinion from PR on their 
opinion of the patents.  Is it still your position that you were not contacted by 
Bernstein regarding the patentability letter you authored and disseminated? 

 

 
 
158. Describe in your opinion letter where you refer to the technology as a portal?  

You claim below in deposition that you are not sure what the technology was, how 
then could have you written such opinion on a technology you are not clear 
regarding? 
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159. Describe your statements below in regard to the opinion you tendered and how 

you could not be an expert on technology you opined on with no other references to 
any other PR partner or outside expert?  Further, since your firm co-authored, 
reviewed, billed and disseminated business plans for shareholders and in almost every 
plan it mentions zoom and pan inventions and full screen video inventions, how is it 
that you cannot recall these technologies when all shareholders perceived that this is 
what they invested in?  Finally, you claim that you are unaware of any other 
inventions, yet again throughout the business plans, in patents filed for the Company 
by Rubenstein and his referred sources explain how you failed to notice that patents 
were filed for zoom & pan imaging on a digital camera and remote control video?  
Are you aware that your referral Utley with a past steeped in patent malfeasance 
regarding misappropriation of inventions, filed for a patent in his name with the title 
“zoom & pan imaging on a digital camera”?   
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160. If you have no retainer agreements with any other company than Iviewit LLC (“to 

the best of your knowledge”) for legal services or billings, describe how you sued 
companies that you had no retainer with and held core Iviewit patents?  Why are 
other companies billed if you only have a retainer with Iviewit LLC?  Is it typical that 
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PR have a client with oral retainers and does your liability carrier allow such 
practices? 

161. Now that you have time to accurately reflect on the issues asked below, provide 
clear answers to every question in which you were uncertain about.  Provide answers 
to how you could have billed some entities and not others without a retainer 
agreement, and if you had been instructed by the board to only bill the operating 
Company how you billed companies with patents.  Did you ever express to the board 
that you had set the Companies up so that in the event of a lawsuit the Companies 
holding the patents would not be sued or would be protected from suits?  If so, why 
did you sue Companies with patents, was this in the best interest of the shareholders?  
You further state that no Florida companies were formed by PR, would you like to 
change your deposition testimony to reflect how many Florida corporations were 
formed?   

a. Was the board aware of a similar named company being set up to the one 
the shareholders of Uview.com Inc, were changing the name to, Iviewit 
Holdings, Inc., in which you may be a 75% stockholder of the Company 
that was set up days before the name change?  Does the Company you are 
in have any rights, titles or interests to the patents?  Are you aware that 
Arthur Andersen during an audit could not confirm shareholders interests 
in the Company you are a part of?  Can you explain the transaction with 
all board notes and approvals for the Company you are in, Iviewit 
Technologies, and how it  was incorporated approximately thirteen days 
before it changed its name from Iviewit Holdings, Inc.  Further, explain 
and provide all board notes and minutes pertaining to the board approval 
of Uview.com, Inc. changing its name to Iviewit Holdings, Inc. one 
minute after the Company you are in changed its name to Iviewit 
Technologies, and show how the board had approved the Company you 
are in Iviewit Technologies, Inc. having patent interests versus the 
Company Iviewit Holdings, Inc. with the rest of the shareholders and 
investors.  As you and Mr. Utley set up this corporation, Iviewit Holdings, 
Inc./Iviewit Technologies, Inc.  explain how Eliot Bernstein was listed as 
the Chairman, Vice President, Treasurer and Secretary and was this Eliot’s 
role in all other companies at the time of incorporation?  Did you have 
board approval for this designation for Eliot and provide all details and 
records of the transaction. 
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162. In the next deposition statement you claim that PR took stock in Iviewit, was 

there a partners meeting or any special committee to approve such a stock deal?  You 
say there were no agreements, is this typical and customary practice of PR?  Before 
1998, how many stock interests did PR have in client companies, how many does it 
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have today?  Now that you have time to reflect on your stock ownership what Iviewit 
Company, before June 1999, did PR own stock in?  What happened to that Company?  
How many companies were in existence for Iviewit at the time and what were their 
names?  Do you have the stock that was issued to you before June 1999?  Do you 
have record of the receipt for stock and for the return of such stock?  
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163. You describe below a Cris, would this be Cris Brandon whose name you cannot 

recall?  Describe the relationship between Cris Brandon and your brother if one exists 
and how long you have known Cris Brandon.  Have you spoken to Cris Brandon 
since leaving your positions at Iviewit? 
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164. In your deposition, you state that you formed companies and held meetings for the 

Company before they had offices at your offices.  You attended all board meetings 
per your statements and your bills, in light of that and your knowledge of corporate 
governance describe your statements below.  Are you stating below that board 
meetings held at your offices had no minutes kept, does this comply with corporate 
governance?  

 
 
165. After a review of your notes because your memory was consistently poor at the 

deposition answer the questions below that you could not recall at deposition.  
Namely, did you call Ken Rubenstein after the meeting with Huizenga or any meeting 
with or for Huizenga?  Expand on “very few” be specific to time, date and billing 
time for those entries in the bills with Rubenstein named for any instances in either, 
paid, unpaid or missing bills. 
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166. In regard to the Huizenga meeting below that is being discussed whereby 

Huizenga hired patent counsel, could you expand on the attendees of the meeting and 
where it was held?  Did you arrange for the meeting to take place at PR offices with 
NY patent counsel for PR?  Were the inventors present?   
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167. In the next series of questions at your deposition, it appears that you again are 

confused about your facts.  First, you state that in regard to Crossbow Ventures you 
attended 3 or more meetings with Alpine and a moment later you claim one, please 
review all of your materials and answer with precise detail and records to support 
your claim and give a single answer to the question. 
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168. In your deposition, you state that you were the lead counsel for the Iviewit 

accounts, in light of that, provide an explanation for the following deposition 
testimony and now that you have all your materials, list in detail the answer to every 
question you could not answer at the deposition.  Produce all disappearing bills and 
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show all invoices for any payments of bills that disappeared.  Is it common for PR 
attorneys to refer to paid bills as disappearing bills?  List all investors and amounts 
invested, in detail, with all pertinent information for any Iviewit investment while PR 
was attorney for Iviewit. 
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169. Concerning the Prolow loan discussed below provide all details for this 

transaction.  Do you know Bruce Prolow or Carl Tiedemann and if so provide 
complete details of any personal or professional relationship with them?  Did you 
introduce Mr. Prolow for investment?  Did you handle his transaction?  How much 
did you personally and PR bill for these services.  Did you complete the transactional 
documents?  Do you have the original transaction documents for the Prolow loan?  
You state that Prolow had a group?  Who was in this group and how much did each 
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participate in the transaction?  Are you aware that employee eyewitnesses have stated 
that management led by your referral Utley and his referral Reale were purported to 
have stolen a large suitcase of cash that they claimed came from an investor, Bruce 
Prolow?  Are you aware that stolen equipment was found in Utley and Reales 
possession and had been taken to a distance learning company that Prolow was 
involved in and that you had attempted to do a technology license with for Iviewit?  
Provide all details for this transaction.  Provide accounting information that you 
posses and how was this loan reported for taxes. 
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170. In this next series of questions, you again fluctuate in your account of your 

involvement with Crossbow Ventures whom you brought to the Company about how 
many times you met with representatives of Crossbow.  Provide a detailed billing 
breakout for every billing entry for Crossbow Ventures showing how many hours of 
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billing for each Proskauer attorney, a detailed account of the meetings and whom was 
present.   

 

 
171. Earlier in your deposition you stated that you were not familiar with the 

technologies and that you were not that familiar with the names of the inventions and 
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how they worked.  Provide an explanation for how you attended all board meetings at 
your own discretion and how if you were at every board meeting since the beginning 
and were at technical disclosure meetings from the start and this continued for three 
years, how you failed to grasp such concepts?  If you did not understand the 
inventions, how could you raise capital from your friends?  Who did they rely on for 
invention opinions and how could you co-author, bill and disseminate business plans 
and Private Placement Memorandums, and finally bilk some $800,000 from the 
Company for general corporate legal work as you claim, if you did not know what 
they were investing in.  It appears from this next series of answers at your deposition 
that you somehow skip a year in your testimony.  In the beginning, you talk of the 
first two months 1/99 and 2/99 and then suddenly you speak of 3/00, is this correct?  
It would appear that obviously things started to ramp up and your attendance was ever 
present from the time Miah called it the “Holy Grail” and REAL 3D (INTEL, 
SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN)/INTEL stated that the 
technologies were worth billions annually and you then had them sign agreements 
that you handled in 1999.  All of those events occurred in 1999 and yet you say you 
really did not appear in the picture until 3/00, recite the ENTIRE timeline starting 
from the FIRST Lewin contact through 3/01, show total billing hours for each partner 
and project quarter by quarter. 
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172. In this next series of questions, keeping in mind that you authored an opinion on 

the “novel” aspects of the product, explain how you did not offer any opinions to 
Huizenga and Alpine?  Did they receive copies of the opinion?  You state and we 
quote that the only opinion you could have given to Huizenga, REAL 3D (INTEL, 
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SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN), Alpine and hosts of other 
people you involved was “What you see is what you get.  Look at – this is what we 
have, and this is what the Company intends to do.”  Provide a comparison of what 
you stated in your opinion letter that was authored by you on behalf of a request to 
Kenneth Rubenstein and how it differs from the opinion you were limited to giving in 
your deposition.   
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173. Please identify the following document and explain whom “our” technology 

refers to.   What you see is what you get? Elaborate on exactly what you saw and 
heard regarding these technologies and how you began to author technology opinions 
for investors as a real estate attorney.   
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and,  
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and finally, 
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and finally explain the difference between “look what you see is what you get” and such 
eloquent praise and opinions of our technology. 
174. In the next deposition statement you claim a lack of knowledge regarding Iviewit 

technology in regards to digital cameras and the applications directly correlated to 
zoom and pan imaging on a digital camera.  Are you aware that similarly in Brian 
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Utley’s deposition he states similar lack of knowledge regarding the use of the 
technology on digital cameras and yet in the Wachovia Private Placement 
Memorandum and hosts of other investor related documents the use of Iviewit 
technology on digital cameras is discussed, provide an explanation?  Are you aware 
that in direct contradiction to Utley’s deposition, your referred friend of ten plus years 
Utley who has a history of patent misappropriations and fraudulent resumes, has a 
patent in his name titled “Zoom and Pan Imaging on a Digital Camera” and it was not 
disclosed to the Company that such application was in his name?   Did Utley ever 
inform you that he was applying for this application and the application of the 
technology to cameras that he and William Dick who have had prior undisclosed 
patent malfeasances, whereby you had full knowledge of such malfeasances 
according to Utley’s deposition, and did you not purchase such first camera of zoom 
and pan imaging on digital camera with Utley?  Review the Wachovia Private 
Placement Memorandum for any references of digital cameras and describe what is 
being referenced and how much PR billed for the preparation of such plan.  Provide a 
detail of the applications for camera technologies that was discussed with REAL 3D 
(INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN)/INTEL at meetings 
you were present at.  Give complete and accurate information with regards to the 
camera companies REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED 
MARTIN)/INTEL was working on at the time you brought the Iviewit inventions to 
them.  Provide what Company the REAL 3D (INTEL, SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & 
LOCKHEED MARTIN)/Intel agreement is held by and who the shareholders are of 
such Company, is PR one of them?  What Company was the REAL 3D (INTEL, 
SILICON GRAPHICS INC. & LOCKHEED MARTIN)/INTEL agreement originally 
signed for and who were the shareholders of that Company?  Was PR one of them?  
Who signed each agreement and why was it changed from the Company it was 
originally in?   

a. Describe the Iviewit companies history of patent assignments, who signed 
them and when, what companies hold patent rights currently and who the 
shareholders are in each Company.   
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175. This next statement in any context seems to make utterly no sense or nonsense or 

outright insanity, provide an explanation of the lack of logic that applies to the 
statement so that shareholders may understand how Brian Utley was in control of the 
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Company while not involved with the Bernstein’s or Iviewit?  Who gave him charge?  
Did you request a read of your deposition; did you make changes to this statement? 

 

 
 
 
 
176. In this next deposition statement it appears that you (your attorney Triggs) 

appears to deflect your answer regarding digital cameras and discussions centering on 
them.  Why? 
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177. You attend almost every board meeting as an advisory board member and it 

appears that you bill for and co-author the Wachovia Private Placement 
Memorandum which states the following: 
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and 
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178. Out of the corporate structure, what entities did you sue in your billing case and 

any amended case?  Are there patents in these companies?  If so, please define your 
services for these entities and the billings for them. 
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179. Were you aware of a spending limit that Brian Utley was granted in relation to 
your firm whereby no more than $5,000 a month was to be billed for services from 
PR and that overage would have to be approved in writing by the board due to your 
ten year friendship?  Do you have written authorization for everything over $5,000 a 
month from 4/99 to 4/01 on a bill that is close to $800,000.00. 

180. Did you claim to the Florida Bar that Iviewit was a bankrupt dot com looking for 
someone to blame?  Please explain why then you would pursue a bankrupt dot com 
for fees and sue non related companies to those you had bills with. 

181. Did you claim to the Florida Bar that Proskauer and thereby Rubenstein did no 
patent work for Iviewit or the inventors? 

182. This next deposition page was copied badly; it talks about the lawsuit you filed 
trying to sue twice under different counts for the same amount and double sue.  Please 
explain this double suit and provide all amendments that may have modified the 
original lawsuit to correct this.  Provide the full page for review. 
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183. Later in your deposition on this same subject you claim the following in regards 

to double suing the Company, much like double billing a client this seems unethical 
for a law firm obviously cognizant of what it was suing for.  Did this get amended?  If 
so, provide all documentation and court records.  Missing from your deposition 
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submitted to the New York Bar for Rubenstein and yourself are the exhibits from the 
depositions, provide all exhibits for both depositions. 
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184. This next deposition response needs further clarification as to how you have one 

retainer with one entity and yet sue multiple entities. 
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185. On page 113 of your deposition you refer to a mutual friend, who is this friend? 
186. In this next statement, although Brian Utley is named in multiple patents for the 

Company, that the Company claims are fraudulent, it appears that you are saying that 
until reading his deposition you were unaware of core patents in his name, for 
example “zoom & pan on a digital camera”.  Are you stating that you also were 
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unaware of these patents done by your and Utley’s referral to William Dick of Foley 
& Lardner?  In other words are you stating that you had no knowledge of inventions 
applied for on behalf of Utley by Dick & F&L?  Are you in possession of all patents 
done for Foley?   Did Utley ever speak to you about his so called inventions at Iviewit 
or his invention misappropriations from Iviewit? 
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187. In introducing Utley to the Company, you stated in deposition that you did not tell 

anyone that you had prior represented Utley and in direct opposition, you stated to the 
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Florida Bar that you did tell the Company of your prior representation of Utley.  In 
light of the events that have caused the Iviewit shareholders loss due to Utley, do you 
now think there was a conflict with Utley and his patent problems of the past, that 
should have been addressed to the Company when you recommended him, contrary 
to your deposition statements below? 
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188. In this next deposition statement you state that you were unaware of Utley’s past 

patent problems that forced his last employer prior to Iviewit  to fire Utely and lose 
his business due to the problems of Utley & Dick absconding from the company with 
inventions learned on the job.  Now earlier in deposition you stated that you had 
known Utley since 1990, were social friends and sat on boards together.  Is it your 
statement still that in that time neither Utley, nor Monte Friedkin, who also sits on 
boards with you and Utley, ever disclosed this problem to you?  Your deposition 
testimony is contrary to Utley who states you were fully cognizant of the reasons and 
disputes that caused his termination.  Explain the discrepancy and who is correct? 
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and then from the deposition of UTLEY we find: 
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and further in Utley’s deposition we find more conflicts with your statements whereby 
you testify that you represented Utley in the past and he denies that you ever represented 
him.  Which is correct?  Did the patent applications that were misappropriated from 
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Utley’s prior employer via Dick’s help, end up in the Company you formed for Utley 
Premiere Connections?  
 

 
 
189. In this next deposition statement, you claim that you are confused at why you 

have a signed retainer agreement with Iviewit LLC and have sued other companies 
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that PR maintains no retainer with.  Elaborate on why you did not sue Iviewit LLC.  
You mention three companies in this exchange and could you define why these three 
companies were sued and again go through each company and list the exact company, 
since there appear duplicate named companies, which company you sued and again 
show if any patents are in these companies you sued.   
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190. In the following deposition statements, it becomes evident that the company you 
sued, Iviewit LLC., was dissolved and therefore you had sued other companies of 
which you have no retainer.  How many months into the lawsuit did this deposition 
take place?  Did you ever amend the complaint concerning the fact that you had no 
agreement with the companies you sued?  If so, when.  Again, describe Iviewit LLC. 
and who the stockholders were and after dissolution, carefully describe where the 
stockholders went and how.   
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191. This next deposition question opens up questions as to what exactly Iviewit 

Corporation is and where it is located and what and how it differs from Iviewit, Inc. 
and was there billing for these companies.  The Company record is missing the 
footers associated with this bill from PR files obtained and submitted to the court.  
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Provide the entire bill for Iviewit Corporation & Iviewit, Inc. with entire page 
markings clearly delineated.   

a. List every account for which PR billed either the Bernstein’s before corporate 
formation or any company thereafter.  Provide detail from start to end for 
these accounts with all back up notes or records for the bills. 
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192. In the following statement, you refer to an intellectual property review and then 

you state it had not been referred out yet, then you claim that the Intellectual Property 
and the corporate formation are intermingled and in the same breath you claim your 
firm did not patent work. Although you are opining on such technologies as a real 
estate lawyer speaking for the patent department at PR, how does your following 
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deposition statement completely contradict your written opinions of the patents you 
claim you know nothing about? 
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193. Explain what patent logistics are and how they differ from reviewing inventions 

concepts to see if they are novel and then further opining to leading experts such as 
Hassan Miah and how this fits in with this next deposition statement regarding your 
denied involvement with the Iviewit patents. 
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194. In your following statement you state that you do not do patent work, yet the 

opinion you offered to 3rd party counsel Richard Rosman on behalf of Hassan Miah 
and others, shows that either you did patent work or counseled PR licensed patent 
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counsel that is referred to in your opinion letter.  Either your opinion letter is 
fraudulent or your deposition testimony is false.   
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195. Now that you reflect on your notes, provide details and backup notes, to 
specifically define what every single item that is billed under patent or license work 
is, who attended, what was discussed, etc. in every bill for every Company. 
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196. Explain how in this next series of answers, PR states that they have been handling 

the Bernstein’s and Iviewit for 3 months regarding these novel inventions and on 
3/24/00 new counsel is being brought in to transfer patent responsibility to.  When did 
you first contact Raymond Joao?  Where and how did you find Mr. Joao?  Did you 
know of a relationship with Joao & Rubenstein?  Why would PR refer Iviewit to New 
York counsel instead of Florida counsel if the New York patent office of PR was not 
involved?  Did the Boca Raton Florida office have patent counsel? 
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197. In this next series of questions, you introduce Gerald Stanley a leading imaging 

expert in the world to review the Iviewit technologies.  Did you ever present Stanley 
with the Iviewit patents?  Were you present at all technology disclosure meetings 
with Stanley?  Real 3D held approximately 40 patents over several decades that 
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represented core 3D technologies for multitudes of industry applications.  Explain the 
deal with Real3D you structured and license agreements you structured and who in 
the patent department structured the license agreement.  Is Donald “Rocko” 
Thompson a technology patent or licensing attorney, describe why a Boca Raton real 
estate outfit for PR which is headquartered in NY was handling patent and licensing 
work on a contract that tied Iviewit to Intel, SGI, Lockheed and Real3D.  What where 
Thompson’s prior technology licenses for?  Is this work that normally would flow to 
licensed patent lawyers with experience in technology licensing, especially when it 
relates to a contact of your firms in which if not protected Iviewit could lose 
substantial royalties on items like chip and software royalties with Intel and others?  
Are you aware of any uses by Intel through its acquisition of Real3D and any other 
applications which Real3D or Intel may have proliferated the technologies.   

a. Ferguson is referred to as the person to who referred Stanley to you, explain 
your relationship both professional & personal with Ferguson and was Stanley 
a board member of Boca Research.  Has Boca Research ever been a PR 
client?  Are you aware of any potential infringements of Iviewit technology by 
Boca Research?  Do you own any stock or receive any form of remuneration 
from Boca Research or any affiliates? 
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198. In this next deposition statement, you claim that you are unfamiliar with Hassan 

Miah and how exactly he came to Iviewit and unclear as to how many times you may 
have met with him.  Having more time to review your materials, explain who Hassan 
Miah was and how many correspondences you had with his attorney Richard 
Rosman, and provide all copies of all correspondences with either Rosman or Miah.  
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Are you aware that the Rubenstein opinion you wrote for him after procuring him as 
Iviewit counsel, was because Miah wanted Ken’s opinion since several of his XING 
patents for video were already in MPEG and he had never seen technology in video 
that achieved what Iviewit had?  Miah sought Ken’s opinion, not your highly 
unqualified, perhaps unethical and further perhaps not appropriate opinion on patents.  
Are you aware of any problems for opining on patents without proper licensing from 
the United States Patent & Trademark Office, is this typical for real estate partners tp 
opine on technologies? 
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199. Since to opine one would assume you reviewed the technologies not with closed 

eyes but with open eyes describe the inventions as you saw them.  Is it proper to not 
represent someone on patents and still further to not have a conflicts check done and 
more so manage patent pools which could be the biggest infringer of Iviewit 
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technologies and then opine on such technologies you know little about to third 
parties for investment?   
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200. In this next section, describe why logistical patent review and overview which 

yields eloquent opines in your own opinion letter is different from regular patent 
review and overview? 
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201. This next series of questions brings another company that you seem to not know 

about, although you did all of the corporate work for almost $800,000.00, describe 
how you do not know about the companies and now that you have time to review 
your records please detail these companies.   
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a. Refer to the certificate of cancellation for Iviewit LLC and describe this 
company with all of its shareholders.  If you were one of the minority 
shareholders with PR stock in the firm, it would seem you would know what 
happened to the Company with your stock. 
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202. In introducing Ronald Asaf of Sensormatics to the Company, did you see 

application for Iviewit technology for Asaf and his companies, if so describe all uses 
you thought would be complimentary and any uses you are now aware of?  Did you 
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secure an NDA for Asaf and are you aware of any potential infringement of the 
NDA? 
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203. In this next series of deposition questions, you talk about patent theft being 
reported to by an inventor and infringements.  As an attorney who was also a 
shareholder, who was also patent counsel who was also general counsel who also 
acted as an advisory board member, the Iviewit shareholders are concerned exactly 
what patent thefts were reported to you and what did you do in response to these 
allegations and in keeping with the many fiduciary responsibilities each of your hats 
would require?  Were investigations conducted?  Did you report such patent theft to 
the police or federal agencies?  Is patent theft a common complaint to the real estate 
department? 
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204. In this next series of questions, you seem confused about the transactions for the 

corporate structure you structured and seem to not explain which companies are 
which and which changed names to which.  It would appear to shareholders that the 
coordination of corporate name changes that happen on 1/12/00 is so precise and 
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exact that one would assume that you were fully aware of this transaction.  It happens 
that Uview.com, Inc. changed its name to Iviewit Holdings, Inc. as was intended.  
What appears not to have been intended was that some two weeks before Uview.com, 
Inc changing its name a company with an identical name was opened to the one 
Uview.com, Inc. was changing its name to Iviewit Holdings, Inc.  Now on 1/12/00 at 
9:00am, the two-week-old Iviewit Holdings, Inc. changed its name to Iviewit 
Technologies, Inc. and at 9:01 am, Uview.com, Inc. changed its name to Iviewit 
Holdings, Inc.  To time this transfer with such precision would have required careful 
planning and attention to detail as one would not want confusion between the entities, 
especially if patents were being transferred to either.  Yet, your deposition leaves you 
utterly lost for what exactly was going on with the Iviewit entity structure that you 
billed approximately $800,000.00 for.  Now that you have time to review, outline the 
Company structure as you created it, show the name changes and ownership for each 
entity.  You state that Iviewit Holdings, Inc. is a party to the lawsuit, which Iviewit 
Holdings, Inc. do you refer to Iviewit Holdings, Inc. (fka) Uview.com, Inc. or Iviewit 
Technologies, Inc. (fka) Iviewit Holdings, Inc.   

a. In the two weeks that Iviewit Technologies, Inc held the name Iviewit 
Holdings, Inc., were any transfers of Intellectual Property made and if so by 
whom and to what entities?  Describe all transactions for the period of 
December 1999 and January 2000 that changed corporate structure or 
intellectual property assignments. 
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205. In regard to the Wachovia Private Placement Memorandum that you co-authored, 

controlled distribution for, billed for and forgot at your deposition if it had been used, 
provide a detailed accounting for all business plan related billing done by your firm 
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and what Company each plan was for.  In your deposition, you are unclear as to if the 
plan ever went through, review the email from John Deering EXHIBIT (“K”) and 
recall if out of the twenty PPM’s at that time if any went to friends of yours? 
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206. In this next series of questions again you seem confused and unclear with regards 

to corporate formation and the state of the entity, Iviewit LLC. in which PR has its 
shares of stock and there appear to be core patents in.  Provide detailed answers to the 
deposition questions, as you were foggy at the time without your notes, etc. 
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207. In this next series of questions, you are asked about Kenneth Rubenstein and his 

involvement throughout the bill as a named partner, the only partner who does not bill 
for time spent on the Iviewit account.  Rubenstein who claims no involvement is 
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repeatedly counseled and making representation to third parties and yet he never bills 
a minute of time.  Is this practice of working on client accounts, whereby you may 
have a large conflict of interest with the client, and then not billing properly for your 
time, a common practice of PR?  Indicate how much charity work Rubenstein has 
done for other clients since 1998.  You state his time on the account was minimal, so 
this appears an admission that contradicts both Rubenstein and your own prior 
statements to the Florida and New York Bars and the 15th Civil Circuit Court 
whereby you state that PR did NO patent work for Iviewit whatsoever and that 
Rubenstein never worked on the account.  Provide an explanation for how Rubenstein 
did minimal work and then claims to have never done any work.  
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208. In this next statement you claim that Gerald Stanley of Real3D was part of 

General Electric, provide an exact breakdown of whom Real3D was and when and 
whom it was sold to, provide any public information on such transaction.  Has PR 
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ever represented any of the Real 3D consortium or Intel.  Provide details of any 
relationship from 1998 to present. 

a. You claim that you did not know if the products (inventions) were all covered 
prior to the scheduled disclosure meeting with Real3D and that you were not 
sure that they were not until after the meeting.  Explain how you had set up a 
meeting to disclose inventions with your referral Real3D and Gerald Stanley 
and a team of engineers spawning Real3D, Intel, SGI and Lockheed Martin 
and you were unclear as to if the inventions being disclosed were protected.   
It appears that you did not have any patent counsel available to attend this 
meeting or to confirm the existence of patent applications on the inventions 
and could not ascertain this until after the meeting.  Is it common for a real 
estate partner of PR to attend a 13 hour billed for meeting for technology 
disclosures to Intel amongst others and not have any patent counsel available 
to answer questions, including if inventions were covered? 

b. What day did you learn of the Iviewit video invention?  Had you ever seen 
Iviewit video prior to the Real3D meeting?  If so, describe the process 
whereby you personally learned how to view the Iviewit video process.  Who 
taught you how to view such Iviewit video?   
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209. In this next series of deposition statements, you claim to not have been involved 

in the business plan.  After reading the deposition statement, review the selected 
billings from PR for the BP and describe what these billings represent and what 
business plans they represent, including the Wachovia Private Placement 
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Memorandum and the Gruntal & Co. work.  Detail all business plan work performed 
for any Iviewit company by all partners for the entire billing of PR. 
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210. Were you ever listed as the recipient of NDA’s inside the business plans 

distributed?  
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211. In this next series of questions define clearly if you had any knowledge or ever 
seen a business plan or disseminated a business plan to any third party whereby 
Kenneth Rubenstein was listed not only as an advisor but as retained Iviewit patent 
counsel.   
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212. In the previous question there is a question regarding erroneously issued stock, 

whereby you claim to have no recollection at the time, now that you can review your 
materials, provide any and all stock for every Company issued for the Company’s 
from 1998 through May 2001 in error.  Account for shares and provide certificates 
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either issued or cancelled.  Account for the whereabouts of any missing or cancelled 
stock and all issued stock, how it was transferred, etc. 

213. In this next series of deposition statements you define Donald “Rocko” Thompson 
as a corporate lawyer who would have to counsel others to develop software and 
technology licenses with major accounts for a client, explain why Thompson was 
chosen as counsel to draft in any way a technology license agreement with an account 
referred by PR to Real3D (INTEL, SGI, Lockheed Martin)?  Explain why Thompson 
is doing the RYJO license?  Explain why these were not done by patent and licensing 
experts who were involved and instead you chose a corporate lawyer who would need 
counsel, describe potential exposures that may have resulted from this arrangement. 
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214. In a billing case brought on by PR against Iviewit, with complexities 

detailing some three years of daily service, where under deposition you hardly 
remember a single issue on the bill you are asked, and consistently throughout state 
that you need to review to answer, why suddenly at the end of the first day your 
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attorney, PR attorney Matthew Triggs states you only have one day to complete such 
an enormous undertaking as explaining this heapin pile of bill or as some might say 
bull?  Since it is your case against Iviewit, it is your deposition and you are unwilling 
to spend more than a day of explaining, when at minimum, to answer the first day 
questions you would need a second day of deposition after review to answer, why did 
you refuse to return to deposition.  When you attempted to refuse to return for 
deposition what orders did the Court give?  Have you ever finished the deposition? 
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215. Do you know Spencer Sax of Sachs, Sax & Klein, P.A.?  If so, provide details of 
any personal or professional relationship. 

216. Did you or PR ever control or have policies and policy information for the 
Directors & Officers insurance sent to your offices?  Were changes made to any 
policy that you are aware of?  List all D&O coverage from 1998 through the point 
that you turned back over the D&O policy approximately May 2001.  List all changes 
made to the policies.    Did you introduce Iviewit to Arthur Gallagher?  Who did you 
know there if you did introduce Iviewit and describe your relationship both personally 
& professionally. 

a. Were professionals covered under the D&O at any point and did it ever 
change while you controlled the policy or until your relationship with Iviewit 
ended. 

217. If you knew that Iviewit had pending patents estimated by your own evaluators to 
have potentially billions of dollars of royalty potential, why when responding to the 
Florida Bar did you tell them Iviewit was a bankrupt .com (dot com) looking for 
someone to blame.   

218. Did you consider it in the best interest of shareholders, of which you are one 
through PR ownership of founders shares in Iviewit, to sue Iviewit for two years 
attempting to collect your bill when you knew they had no income, due in part to 
problems with your management referrals, instead of waiting to be paid when 
royalties from the MPEG pools and other PR client paid for uses that you set up? 

219. Since the shareholders are now in potential loss of the patents, loss of 
investment, and loss of an estimated 17 Billion dollars of revenue over the life of the 
patents EXHIBIT (“L”) Lamont revenue projections, provide details of all insurance 
coverage you have possessed since 1998, for all hats you wore at Iviewit (patent 
counsel, general counsel and advisory board member) and define the parts that would 
provide protection to the shareholders in the event liability is determined to be due in 
any part to you or your firm?  Provide all policies from 1998-2004 and further define 
the coverage amounts.  A copy of the policies and claim forms would be appreciated 
as well. 

220. Have you or your firm, or any other family member ever received any 
compensation of any form from any member or affiliate of PR, LLP? 

a. Describe your position at any/all other firms whereby you are a significant 
shareholder, advisor, partner, or any other relationship with any firm that 
in way relates to technology companies that may be benefactors in any 
way of Iviewit technologies and any knowledge you may have of 
infringers of the technology.  Indicate all referrals you may have 
introduced the Iviewit companies to, whether they be for use of the 
technology, investment or any other reason. 

221. Provide all copies in your possession of all business plans issued to you by 
Iviewit, all drafts and all Wachovia Private Placement Memorandums. 

222. Explain why Rod Bell, Esq. attorney for Crossbow Ventures was misled 
from auditing Iviewit Technologies for investment purposes and instead led to 
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invest in Uview/Iviewit Holdings, Inc. by PR.  Was there ever a Company named 
Uviewit.com, Inc.? 

223. Have any investigators contacted you from any state or federal agency in 
regards to complaints filed by Iviewit.  Provide dates and names of all 
investigators and the nature of the conversation. 

224. Have any complaints been filed against you by Iviewit that you are aware 
of?  Describe the outcome in accurate detail and provide all submissions received 
and sent in regard to every complaint. 

225. Regarding stock issuance to Jude Rosario and Zakirul Shirajee it was the 
Company’s understanding that they had contributed their patent rights for 
consideration of their stock, yet new records discovered show that a consideration 
of $625.00 was due instead.  Was this ever paid?  How did this change in 
consideration occur? 

a. Was consideration ever contributed, send copies of all records and 
cancelled checks in regards to these stock issues. 

226. Represent any patents that you may have seen with regard to the Iviewit 
technologies, were you sent copies, provide all copies in your or your firms 
possession or describe in detail whom they were transferred to and upon what 
date and provide all relevant materials in your possession documenting such 
transfers. 

227. Detail any patents held in your name or any family member of yours name 
from the time of your involvement in Iviewit to present.  Name all patents in your 
name that may have been held prior that were modified or changed since 1997. 

228. When was the last time you spoke with the following people and what was 
the nature of the call, was Iviewit discussed and if so, what was discussed? 

a. Gerald Lewin 
b. Hank Powell 
c. Maurice Buchsbaum 
d. Raymond Hersh 
e. Crossbow Ventures – Any member of Crossbow 
f. Michael Reale 
g. Brian Utley 
h. Simon Bernstein 
i. H. Wayne Huizenga Sr. 
j. H. Wayne Huizenga Jr. 
k. Cris Brandon 
l. Bruce Prolow 
m. Kenneth Rubenstein 
n. Carl Tiedemann 

229. Have you reported the April Shareholder Communication sent email and 
facsimile to you and your partner to your malpractice carrier so that Iviewit may 
file a claim? 
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Eliot I. Bernstein 

From: David.Colter@warnerbros.com

Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2002 12:51 AM

To: John.calkins@warnerbros.com

Cc: CHuck.dages@warnerbros.com; Alan.Bell@warnerbros.com

Subject: iviewit

Page 1 of 2

3/26/2003

John,  
 
In all the review we have done with ivieiwit it seems to boil down to the status of the patents and their inherent 
value. At that point it is a risk-reward evaluation -- without awarded patents it is difficult to completely assess the 
value. I would suggest that we consider one other perspective...  
 
Prior to ivieiwit (approx Feb 2000) the video we (WB Online) delivered on the web was QCIF (160x120) or smaller 
and was below full frame rate. At the time of our first meeting we also identified On2 along with ivieiwit as two 
solid players who could deliver full screen full frame rate web video. All who saw it were impressed. Greg and I 
visited ivieiwit in August and reported back that they had filed patents on scaling techniques that hinged upon a 
visual 'trick' which allowed the human eye to accept 320x240 video scaled to 640x480 at 30 fps as close to VHS 
quality. We checked with Ken Rubenstein and others who provided some solid support for ivieiwit, and Chris 
Cookson asked Greg and I to continue to work with ivieiwit in an R&D capacity.  
 
In the fall of 2000 iviewit also met with a number of folks at WB Online (in September and October) and 
demonstrated their process and techniques to Sam Smith, Houston, Joe Annino and others. Sam contacted 
ivieiwit a number of times and requested the patents, along with specifics of the ivieiwit process to evaluate what 
they were doing. I was not part of these meetings, but was aware they had occured, as Jack Scanlon kept me up 
to date.  
 
When I sat down with Morgan and Houston in March 2001 to see what technology they were using to encode 
video, it was clear that they were using some of the techniques that would overlap with iviewit's filed process 
patents (still pending), but it is not clear that these were all learned from iviewit -- we may wish to explore this a 
little. This meeting was to determine what equipment we would get for our lab at 611 Brand. This same 
information was also provided to ivieiwit by Morgan as they were establishing the company as an outsourcing 
facility for encoding our content.  
 
I am aware of several meeting held between ivieiwit and WB Online to share information of techniques and 
process, and was invited to a few of them.  
 
We all signed ivieiwit's confidentiality agreement. So to the other perspective....  
 
We have an opportunity to establish a license with ivieiwit for a modest fee at this time, and establish a MFN. In 
good faith we signed the confidentiality agreement, iviewit revealed their processes and techniques, and we now 
use those techniques in encoding. As we have discussed on a few occasions, these techniques now appear in 
the public domain to some extent in documentation for Real Producer, WMP Developer Guides, Media Cleaner 
Pro, etc, but they were not available in 2000. I would not suggest we learned the techniques completely from 
iviewit (I actually do not know the answer), but a modest licensing fee may be appropriate and honorable 
considering our good faith relationship in signing the confidentiality doc.  
 
If we choose to pass at this time the risk is primarily from iviewit's main investor, Crossbow Ventures, gaining 
control of the IP and approaching WB later for a license -- I do not believe they will be as friendly considering their 
dealings with ivieiwit and it's employees since Feb of 2001. It is estimated that the patents will be completed in 8-
12 months.  
 
As you are all aware I have a personal relationship with Eliot Bernstein, the founder of iviewit, and as a result, I 
left the evaluations and decisions to Greg, and others, and only assisted iviewit to get to the correct people in WB 
and AOLTW. I wanted to add this perspective as we consider if there is an option to pursue with iviewit -- they are 
facing continued financial pressure right now. There are many other threads to our interaction with iviewit and I 
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would be happy to discuss.  
 
Thanx,  
David  
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Eliot I. Bernstein 

From: David.Colter@warnerbros.com

Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2001 10:50 AM

To: Eliot.bernstein@verizon.net

Subject: Fwd: Iviewit

Page 1 of 2

4/30/2003

In a message dated 10/25/2001 12:08:38 AM Pacific Daylight Time, David.Colter@warnerbros.com 
(DColter0264) writes:  
 
 

Subj:Iviewit  
Date:10/25/2001 12:08:38 AM Pacific Daylight Time  
From:David.Colter@warnerbros.com (DColter0264)  
To:gt@22twain.com  
Sent on:    AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10539  
 
 
 
 
Greg,  
 
I wanted to give you an update on iviewit, since we will missing each other until the 7th of Nov (vacation next 
week).  
 
Eliot's erratic behaviour regarding the NDA was anything but erratic. I have since learned from a number of 
sources that Eliot believed we were part of, and supporting, a pre-packaged bankruptcy for the company that 
would clean out the current investors (mostly friends and family who had their investment considered as 
unsecured debt for tax protections I believe) and leave Crossbow, it's friends, the original patent attorneys and 
Aidan with majority control of the IP -- wiping out Eliot and many people I know and care about.  
 
Aidan told Eliot that we had agreed with this plan -- hence Eliot's behaviour at that time. I have also talked with 
a number of people who are involved with iviewit -- Alan Epstein, Aidan, Hank, etc -- and the story seems fairly 
clear, and I believe that inappropriate actions have taken place -- the primary investor has been running the 
company, and seems to have engineered all of the investment as debt to force the BK, and gain control of the 
IP from it's inventor. I have learned a lot more about business this week, that I would rather not need to know.  
 
John Calkins, Clarissa Weirick and I met with Eliot and Aidan last Friday. John was surprised at Crossbow and 
Aidan's actions, when all of the patent opinions look very favorable, and when we have been waiting for a 
business plan since February to take to Heidi Krauel at AOLTW Ventures. John wants to arrive at an investment 
decision in 6 weeks, and the primary task is the assessment of the patents. You are probably the best one to 
answer some of the questions:  
 
- Ken Rubenstein was one the of the original attorneys who looked at the patents and whose firm in FL filed the 
originals -- should we approach Ken for an opinion?  
 
- Zaffman provided what seems like a very strong opinion. Would you take a look at it and provide your 
perspective? I can send under another cover.  
 
- If we end up with a percentage ownership of the IP, how does that impact our abililty to leverage in patent 
pools? Do we need to have full control.  
 
Your input is very important.  
 
Additionally, I know you provided Aidan a good perspective on licensing. I want to suggest that you should talk 
with Alan Epstein, and possibly Eliot, before dealing with him in the future. I am concerned that he has been 
less than honorable in his dealings with Eliot, iviewit and ourselves. I am not completely certain, but have a bad 
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feeling based on many people's views on what is happening to iviewit. I would be very interested in your opinion 
on this.  
 
Hopefully, we can talk about this when you are back... I would be happy to chat from my vacation in Orlando... 
Eliot is a friend and I want to explore all options to help.  
 
Travel safe and take care.  
 
Thanx,  
David  
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EXHIBIT (“B”) – WACHOVIA PRIVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUM – 
SENT TO CROSSBOW VENTURES LISTING RUBENSTEIN AS IVIEWIT 

PATENT COUNSEL 
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THIS BP OF WACHOVIA'S SENT TO OUR LARGEST INVESTOR CROSSBOW VENTURES CLEARLY SHOWS THAT RUBENSTEIN IS THE PATENT ATTORNEY FOR IVIEWIT, DESPITE WHAT WHEELER STATES AND DESPITE THAT RUBENSTEIN SAYS HE DOES NOT KNOW US UNDER DEPOSITION.  UTLEY UNDER DEPOSITION STATES HE NEVER USED RUBENSTEIN AS AN ADVISOR.  THIS ALSO SHOWS DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION AS PROSKAUER CHANGES THE BP TO ERASE THE OPENING SENTENCE AND IN THEIR RECORDS OBTAINED UNDER COURT ORDER THEY LOSE THIS BP VERSION & REPLACE WITH OTHER.

eliot
Text Box
PROSKAUER BILLS FOR AND JOINT AUTHORS THIS BP AND HAS RUBENSTEIN LISTED AS PATENT COUNSEL FOR IVIEWIT!!!
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EXHIBIT (“C”) – UTLEY RESUME AS SUBMITTED BY CHRISTOPHER 
WHEELER TO IVIEWIT & UTLEY BIOGRAPHY SUBMITTED TO 

WACHOVIA SECURITIES 
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EXHIBIT (“D”) – CORPORATE STRUCTURE 
**RED COMPANIES INDICATE THAT SIMILAR NAMED CORPORATIONS 

EXIST 
**BLUE DATES INDICATE NAME CHANGES 

 
1/15/99 

IVIEWIT CORPORATION  – MISSING FROM ALL RECORDS 
 

1/26/99 
IVIEWIT, INC.  –  FLORIDA 

 
5/21/99 

IVIEWIT.COM, INC.  – FLORIDA 
 

6/11/99 
IVIEWIT.COM LLC  – DELAWARE 

 
6/11/99 

IVIEWIT LLC - DELAWARE  
 

6/29/99 
UVIEW.COM, INC. - DELAWARE 

 
12/29/99 

IVIEWIT.COM, INC. - DELAWARE 
 

12/29/99 
IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC.  - DELAWARE 

 
1/5/00 

I.C., INC.  -  NAME CHANGES FROM   
IVIEWIT.COM, INC. – FLORIDA 
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1/12/00 AT 9:00AM 
IVIEWIT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  

NAME CHANGES FROM IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC. - DELAWARE 
 

1/12/00 AT 9:01 AM 
IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC.  

NAME CHANGES FROM UVIEW.COM, INC. 
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EXHIBIT (“E”) – WHEELER TRANSFER OF PATENTS TO RUBENSTEIN & 
UTLEY TRANSFER OF PATENT INFORMATION TO RUBENSTEIN 



Eliot I Bernstein 

From: Eliot Bernstein [alps@netline.net] on behalf of ALPS (E-mail)

Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 1999 8:42 AM

To: Christopher C. Wheeler (E-mail)

Subject: Jenex deal for iviewit

Page 1 of 1

4/27/2003

Chris, 
  
Please send Irwin Newman a copy of the new draft copy of our agreement.  I just hung 
up with him and he would also like you to give him a call.  Also, did you and Ken get the 
email from me yesterday with the word file attached? 
  
Thank you, 
  
Eliot 





Eliot I. Bernstein 

Subject: FW: Minutes of the Board Meeting of April 14, 2001

Page 1 of 2

4/15/2003
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I was advised by Proskauer Rose that anyone who was in an active due diligence stage and who was reviewing 
our intellectual property as part of that due diligence should receive a copy of the examiners opinion.  Therefore 
the opinion was forwarded to the same people who have received copies of the patent filings namely, Warner 
Brothers and Irell & Manella.  Ken Rubenstein, as our advisor, was also copied.  Your father suggested that, 
because of the importance of our intellectual property, our own Board of Directors should be aware of the current 
status of our applications.  With respect to Irell & Manella, it is quite likely that we will need to engage them or 
some other alternative counsel in order to respond to the opinion.  I have a copy of Alvear's book if you need it. 
  
With respect to processing the requested demo  tape, you may recall that you actually set the standard by 
processing similar demo material for igallery some time ago.  This job was handled discreetly and the 18 year old 
employee referred to had already been released from the business.  We are not in the business of processing 
adult entertainment material and have consistently represented this position. 
I trust this clarifies both matters. 
Brian 
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Brian - several board members asked that you specify which of our attorneys advised you and on what 
legal references you were cited to disseminate the PCT report.  Also, was there some reason that you 
have recently decided to share patent news of any nature with those involved, prior you had never 
disclosed to the Board or potential clients anything that was regarding the patents?   
  
I had already discussed with David the examiners report and we had begun to research the reference to 
Jose Alveraz's book, it does not look particularly relevant to our process.   
  
Also, I find it in poor taste that you are encoding pornography with a 17 year old girl present in the room, 
this could potentially be a risk to the company, so I ask that all further business relating to pornography be 
handled outside the office and without iviewit personnel or equipment.  Could you please have our 
attorney's advise on the risks you may be subjecting us to in this matter.  These matters were brought to 
my attention by several of our employees who were offended.  
  
Best, 
Eliot 
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Administrator
Line
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                                   www.iviewit.com  

  

  

Dear Sirs,  

As requested by Brian Utley please find attached a copy of the Minutes of the iviewit Holdings 
Inc. Board of Directors meeting of April 14, 2001.  A hard copy of these minutes as well as a copy 
of the Patent Cooperation Treaty numbers PCT/US00/15405 and PCT/US00/15406 will follow by 
mail.  

Bonnie M. Barwick 

Office Manager/Executive Assistant 
2255 Glades Road 
One Boca Place-Suite 337W 
Boca Raton, Florida 33431 
Voice: 561-999-8899 extn. 302 
Fax: 561-999-8810 
Toll Free: 877-484-8444 
email: bonnie@iviewit.com 
  

 

Page 2 of 2
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EXHIBIT (“F”) – KASSER LETTER TO D&O CARRIER 
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EXHIBIT (“G”) – DONALD G. KANE II – LETTER REGARDING IMPROPER 
TRANSFER OF PROLOW LOAN MONIES 



-----Original Message----- 
From: Donald Kane [mailto:dg_kane@msn.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2001 6:39 AM 
To: Eliot I. Bernstein 
Subject: RE: Board meeting on the 3rd 
 
Elliot, 
I spoke to Hank yesterday and will do so again today.  The company is in 
a difficult position and the common shareholders risk losing the company 
to the preferred investors.  Here are my thoughts: 
2. The company has supposedly accepted money from a new 
investor group without proper documentation/approval on the 
terms and conditions with Hank or the board.  You need to talk to 
Alan Epstein about this process. I am very uncomfortable with what 
I am hearing about management.  

 

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot
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EXHIBIT (“H”) – ANTHONY FRENDEN STATEMENT REGARDING STOLEN 
PROLOW LOAN MONIES 



Eliot I Bernstein 

From: Tony Frenden [t.rex@sbcglobal.net]

Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2003 10:21 PM

To: iviewit@bellsouth.net

Subject: Fw: statement

Page 1 of 2

5/31/2003

  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Tony Frenden  
To: iviewit@worldnet.att.net  
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2003 11:38 PM 
Subject: statement 
 
May 14, 2003 
  
  
I swear the following to be true: 
 
Upon the closure of the Iviewit office in Boca Raton FL, I was retained for about 
an extra week by Brian Utley and Mike Reale, assisting in shutting down 
operations. It was during this time in which Mike Reale entered the video encoding 
lab, where I was present along with Tammy Raymond, (former Head of IT) and Zakirul 
Shirajee (former Systems Developer).  Reale was smiling broadly as he set down a 
large silver suitcase onto my computer desk.  Upon opening it, he revealed rows and 
rows of one hundred dollar ($100) bills in U.S. currency, going down as deep as the 
case.  I would estimate the amount to be near a half million dollars.  Upon my 
inquiry of the where the cash came from, Reale said it was from Bruce Prolow.  He 
implied that the money was entrusted to he and Utley to continue Iviewit 
operations, but to me, it seemed Reale was careful to never explicity state that 
Prolow authorized this transaction or not. 
  
It is my belief that the suitcase of money was presented to me, in front of Tammy 
and Zakirul, to convince us that Utley and Reale were the ones reaping benefits 
from the Iviewit core processes, and if we were smart, we should join them.  
  
A day or two prior to this incident, Mike Reale called me into a private office. He 
spoke of a new operation he and Utley wanted to embark on which utilizes Iviewit's 
core processes. The plan consisted of encoding video porn at an ambiguous island 
location in Puerto Rico.  It was known that Eliot Bernstein had made available the 
option for me to work at the newly forming Iviewit in Glendale, CA.  Reale wanted 
to steer me from going to the West coast operation, and spoke of me receiving 
a title and large pay raise should I go along with the Puerto Rico porn plan, 
instead.  
  
Also, on one of these last closure days at the Boca Raton offices, Mike Reale 
approached me in the lab regarding another issue.  He inquired which computers 
would be best to use, if one were to have the need to process Iviewit's core 
technologies.  He asked me which 3 were the strongest computers to do the job.  I 
had a feeling that he wanted to make off with whichever units I spoke of. I had 
already begun to make up my mind that I wanted no part of the Puerto Rico porn 
operation, so I told him about 3 computers I didn't care for. They were called, THE 
BOMBER, THE REELTIME NITRO, and one more unnamed computer. These were all very 
powerful and expensive units, but were not necessarily suited to encode video.  As 
expected, these 3 units turned out to be the same ones found in Brian Utley's 
possession, months later.  When the cops returned the items to us, the units 



contained several new media files, mostly long distance learning applications which 
were created well after the Boca offices were closed down.  
  
Anthony Rex Frenden 
859 Hollywood Way #374 
Burbank CA 91505 
 
--- 
Incoming mail is certified Virus Free. 
Checked by AVG anti-virus system (http://www.grisoft.com). 
Version: 6.0.480 / Virus Database: 276 - Release Date: 5/12/2003 
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EXHIBIT (“I”) – WHEELER PARTNER LETTER REGARDING IVIEWIT 
TECHNOLOGIES 



 

 

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot
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EXHIBIT (“J”) – MEETINGS AT WHEELER OFFICES MISSING SEVERAL 
MONTHS 



 



 

Administrator
Text Box
What happened to all the meetings from 12/9/98 to 5/7/99?????  All meetings were held at PR offices in this time frame.
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EXHIBIT (“K”) – JOHN DEERING OF WACHOVIA SECURITIES LETTER 
REGARDING SENT PROVATE PLACEMENT MEMORANDUMS 



-----Original Message-----  
From: Eliot I. Bernstein [mailto:eliot@iviewit.com]  
Sent: Friday, January 05, 2001 7:01 PM  
To: Brian G. Utley; Maurice R. Buchsbaum; Joe S. Lee (E-mail); John D.  
Deering (E-mail)  
Subject: FW: iviewit PPM Distribution Update  

David Colter of Warner Brothers knows Jim Orlando ot of San Jose at Battery  
Ventres and told Jim to review iviewit's site.  Hope this helps.  

-----Original Message-----  
From: Joe Lee [ mailto:Joe.Lee@WachoviaSecurities.com  
<mailto:Joe.Lee@WachoviaSecurities.com> ]  
Sent: Friday, January 05, 2001 4:47 PM  
To: 'Brian Utley'; 'Maurice Buchsbaum'  
Cc: 'Eliot Bernstein'; 'ray@iviewit.com'; 'hpowell@cb-ventures.com';  
John Deering  
Subject: iviewit PPM Distribution Update  

Gentlemen,  

Attached you will find a summary of the PPM distribution.  We have contacted  

20 investors: 16 have PPMs and 4 have passed.  

We will make another round of calls to those with the books beginning  
Tuesday since Mondays tend to be partner meetings.  

Regards,  
Joe  

 <<PPM Distribution Management to Company 01-05-01.xls>>  

Joe Lee  
Investment Banking  
Wachovia Securities, Inc.  
(P) 404-240-5023  
(F) 404-240-5121  
joe.lee@wachoviasecurities.com 

mailto:eliot@iviewit.com
mailto:Joe.Lee@WachoviaSecurities.com
mailto:Joe.Lee@WachoviaSecurities.com
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EXHIBIT (“L”) – P. STEPHEN LAMONT CEO OF IVIEWIT REVENUE 
PROJECTIONS 
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